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Next-generation compounding:
The new ZE BluePower with maximum
performance and enlarged volume!
The ZE BluePower series offers highly innovative and flexible solutions perfectly tailored to
your specific compounding tasks.
30% increase in torque density and 23% more volume* - the ZE BluePower reaches a new
premium efficiency class with 30% higher output rate* at minimum energy input.
* As compared to previous generation extruders of identical size

Engineering Value

news

Mexichem buys Vinyl Compounds
Mexichem has acquired

demand and will enable

returns on invested capital,”

the past four years. It claims a

UK-based technical PVC

further vertical integration of

said Sameer S Bharadwaj,

production capacity of more

compounder Vinyl Compounds

its Compounds Business Unit

President of the Compounds

than 80,000 tonnes/year.

Holdings (VCHL), which

operations through VCHL’s

Business Unit.

supplies to the construction,

stabiliser technologies and

pipe and profile, footwear and

recycled PVC capabilities.

consumer goods industries

“This transaction is aligned

Mexichem is one of the

Bharadwaj described VCHL

world’s largest chemical and

as a company “with a strong

petrochemical companies and

management team that has

a leader in the manufacture

and generates sales of around

with Mexichem’s strategy of

achieved consistent sales

and supply of plastic piping.

$40m.

completing bolt-on acquisi-

growth and has developed a

The Mexico-headquartered

tions that provide us with

loyal and impressive customer

company has operations in

will become part of its $2bn

access to new geographies and

base.” It operates from a

more than 30 countries and

global Vinyl Business Group.

end markets, expand our

28,000m facility at High Peak

generates annual sales of

The company said the new

portfolio of specialty products

in Derbyshire and has invested

around $5.7bn.

addition will expand its ability

and serve as a platform for

more than £5m in compound-

to meet global PVC compound

future growth, while enhancing

ing and R&D equipment over

❙ www.mexichem.com
❙ www.vinylcompounds.co.uk

Mexichem said the UK firm
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Diablo first for BMW

PolySource
in global
alliance

The intake manifold for BMW’s B48 engine is said to be the first
volume production application for DSM’s heat resistant
Stanyl Diablo PA 46 in a combined air intake with
integrated water cooled charge air cooler (AIM/CAC).
Integrated AIM/CAC units result in improved

US-based compound

charge air cooling and reduced air intake length, with

distributor PolySource has

a consequent reduction in emissions and improve-

teamed up with ClickPlas-

ment in engine responsiveness.

tics of Bensheim, Germany,

The manifold is being manufactured by Mahle in

and Guangzhou Skyjoy

DSM’s Stanyl Diablo OCD 2100 grade, which is said to

Chemical of China to form

withstand continuous operation temperatures of 220°C

the Global Engineering

and meets the required weld performance limits.

Plastics Alliance (GEPA).

❙ www.dsmep.com

BMW’s B48 induction manifold

The new entity has been
set up to provide existing

Ferro adds more pigments

and new customers,

Ferro Corporation has

company into the high-perfor-

other inorganic pigments that

nies, with a global pro-

acquired Belgium-based

mance, speciality organic

are said to complement Ferro’s

gramme, customer service,

Cappelle Pigments, which will

pigment market. Over the next

position in complex inorganic

product availability and

now join recently acquired

12 to 24 months, Ferro expects

coloured pigments and

technical support.

Delta Performance Products in

to realise commercial and

Ultramarine Blues.

its Pigments, Powders &

operating synergies of $3-4m.

Oxides (PPO) business.
The two acquired compa-

Cappelle Pigments, which

including OEM and
automotive Tier 1 compa-

“As all three companies

US-based Delta Perfor-

are trying to service

mance Products, meanwhile,

customers globally, it

was privately-owned, produces

toll blends customised

became apparent that the

nies cost Ferro a combined

speciality high-performance

colorant blends that use

best way to accomplish

$60m and have projected sales

pigments for coatings, inks

Ferro’s CICPs for the concrete

global coverage was togeth-

of about $76m this year. The

and plastics, with a focus on

and outdoor hardscape

er as a team”, said Greg

deals will increase Ferro’s PPO

weather, heat, and light-re-

markets.

Jacobson, President & CEO

business turnover to about

sistant organic types. It is also

of PolySource.

$315m, while also taking the

a market leader in a number of

❙ www.ferro.com
❙ www.cappelle.be

www.compoundingworld.com 
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news

company said the move near

SABIC on schedule with
European PP pilot plant

doubles the number of

SABIC said it is on course to

Celanese global engineered

start up its pilot plant for

materials product platforms.

development of its next

“Additionally, So.F.Ter

generation of PP resins at its

Group’s sophisticated and

facility at Sittard-Geleen in the

modern manufacturing

Netherlands in March next year.

news in brief
❙ Celanese has completed its
acquisition of Italian
compounder So.F.Ter. The

facilities and product

“When it starts up next

portfolio provide a vehicle for

year, we will have considerably

additional growth, investment

more capacity to develop new

and synergies,” said Scott

PP materials for commerciali-

Sutton, Celanese Executive

sation in our current European

Vice President and President

assets in Geleen and in

of Materials Solutions.

Gelsenkirchen, Germany,” said

Installation is underway at SABIC’s new pilot PP plant in the

www.celanese.com
www.softergroup.com

Lina Prada, SABIC’s Global PP

Netherlands

Technology Director.
The plant, which will use

products for the automotive,

properties. It will concentrate

❙ Resinex has signed an

gas-phase polymerisation

pipe, appliance and advanced

on development of impact

exclusive market distribution

technology, is the latest in a

packaging industries.

grades, as well as random

agreement for sales of

series of investments being

Selenis’s speciality co-poly-

made by SABIC at the

particular to develop grades

mers. The facility will also

esters. The agreement

Brightlands Chemelot R&D

with improved stiffness/

carry out experiments on

covers all of Europe except

and manufacturing campus at

impact, flow properties and

advanced catalysts.

for Italy and Ireland. Selenis

Sittard-Geleen. It will focus on

other specific secondary

❙ www.sabic.com

SABIC said it is looking in

copolymers and homopoly-

said Resinex “has the scale,
infrastructure and reputation
to increase Selenis’ position

ExxonMobil is expanding its

in new markets”.

Beaumont facility to exploit

www.resinex.com
www.selenis.com

low cost shale feestocks

❙ Specialty chemicals
distributor Gustav Grolman

ExxonMobil adds
PE capacity at
Beaumont

is to sell a range of repro-

ExxonMobil is to expand PE capacity at its facility at

cessed carbon fibre for its

Beaumont in Texas, US, by 65%.

German compatriot CAR

The investment will expand capacity at the site to

FiberTec in Europe. The two

1.65m tonnes and is scheduled for start-up in 2019, the

companies said the deal will

company said. Together with the already announced

increase market penetration

investments at its two PE units at Mont Belvieu in

for CAR, while enabling it to

Texas, the move will see ExxonMobil’s US PE produc-

offer improved customer

tion capacity grow by 40%, or nearly 2m tonnes.

service. For Grolman, the

“The availability of vast new supplies of US shale

addition of the CAR products

gas and associated liquids for feedstock and energy is

will complement its range of

a significant advantage that enables expansion to meet

additives, performance

strong global demand growth in polyethylene,” said

fillers, resins and pigments.

Cindy Shulman, Vice President of ExxonMobil’s Plastics

www.grolman-group.com
www.car-fibertec.de

and Resins Business.
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> extruders > feeders > components > pneumatic conveying > complete systems

>> New, compact version of the successful ZSK Mc18 twin screw extruder.
Impressive features now on offer from the new ZSK Mc18 compact
include a significantly reduced footprint, quick start-up, and convenient
handling – making it a guarantee for success in an extremely broad
spectrum of applications. >> www.coperion.com

the zsk mc18:
> Max. specific torque of 18 Nm/cm3
> Very high throughput rate
> Maximum product quality
> Extremely broad spectrum of applications

Visit us at
InterplastIca 2017
Hall 2 Booth 2B23
Moscow/ Russia
January 24-27, 2017

news

Two more plasticisers on SVHC list
Two plasticisers are among

The EU has added two more
plasticisers to the REACH
Authorisation list

nine substances of very high
concern (SVHCs) which have
been recommended for addition

Candidate List because of their
high volume and widespread
uses, which may pose a threat
to human health, or for their

to the Authorisation List under

potential to replace other

the EU’s REACH Regulation.

substances already on the

1,2-benzenedicarboxylic

Authorisation List.

acid dihexyl ester, in branched

A final decision on their

nd linear forms, and dihexyl

inclusion in the Authorisation

phthalate have both been

List and on the dates by which

listed because they are

companies will need to apply

deemed toxic for reproduction.

for authorisation to ECHA will

The move is part of the

be taken by the European

seventh recommendation to

consultation that took place

Committee, which adopted its

Commission in collaboration

prioritise SVHCs made by the

between November 2015 and

opinion on 13 September 2016.

with Member States and the

European Chemicals Agency

February 2016 and considera-

All nine of the new addi-

(ECHA). It follows a public

tion by the EU’s Member State

tions were prioritised from the

European Parliament.

❙ http://echa.europa.eu

PTS opens up for sales and service in Mexico
US-based Polymer Technology

representative for the last two.

the company makes at its US

owned “maquiladora”

& Services (PTS) has opened a

Establishing PTS Mexico, the

compounding locations into

production plants, but

new location at Guadalajara in

company said, will enable it to

the Mexican and wider Latin

increasingly in more sophisti-

Mexico. The company said that

supply directly into Mexico with

American markets.

cated manufacturing opera-

it aims to broaden its global

local warehousing and also to

efforts by reaching new

trade in Mexican pesos, as

has grown strongly on the back

latter, seeing a large unsatis-

customer bases via local

demanded by some customers.

of manufacturing in recent

fied need for application

year, most notably in the

development services and
customised products.

representation.

The new office will have

PTS said Mexico’s economy

tions. PTS is targeting the

PTS, of Murfreesboro,

three employees covering

electronics, aerospace and

Tennessee, has been selling

sales liaison, logistics and

automotive sectors. As a

engineering compounds into

customer service. It will sell

result, demand for engineering

PTS collaboration agreement

Mexico for almost 20 years and

the full range of more than 200

plastics has grown, partly for

with FPL in India.

has had an office with a sales

engineering thermoplastics

basic assembly in foreign-

❙ www.ptsllc.com

The move follows a recent

Laser marking in focus for ELIX and BSH
Spain’s ELIX Polymers has worked with appliance maker BSH
Electrodomésticos España to develop a new line of laser markable
ABS products that the partners hope will extend the technology into
new decorative areas.
“Both we and ELIX Polymers are highly satisfied with the results
obtained during the collaboration carried out this year,” said Andrés
Escartín, Head of Industrial Process Innovation at BSH España “This has
allowed us to consider the extension of the aesthetic laser marker to a
greater number of plastic parts in household appliances, reducing the
subsequent painting or screen-printing stages, saving on post-treatment costs and reducing the environmental impact of the treatments.”

❙ www.elix-polymers.com
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Corbion and Total partner in PLA
Corbion began construction of a 75,000

its high heat-resistant grades.

tonnes/year polymerisation plant for

In addition to the polymerisation

in the Netherlands and is expected to
begin operations in Q1 2017, subject to

polylactic acid (PLA) bioplastics at Rayong,

investment, Corbion said it will also

Thailand, last month and announced the

expand its existing lactide monomer plant

formation of a new bioplastics joint

in Thailand by 25,000 tonnes/year. This will

Refining & Chemicals, said: “This

venture with Total.

enable it to meet demand and to produce a

investment is consistent with our One

wider range of lactides.

Total ambition of expanding in biofuels and

The PLA production plant, which is due
for completion in 2018, will use proprietary

The 50-50 JV with Total will produce and

necessary approvals.
Bernard Pinatel, president of Total

bioplastics, in addition to our more

polymerisation technology from Cor-

market PLA polymers from the site. The

traditional oil- and gas-based products.

bion and Sulzer Chemtech of Switzerland.

lactide unit will become part of this and

Corbion’s unique position in the lactic acid

Sulzer will also supply key equipment. It

Corbion will supply the lactic acid necessary

and biopolymers value chain makes it a

will be able to produce Corbion’s full range

for production of both the PLA and lactide.

natural choice for Total.”

of Luminy branded PLA resins, including

J-Tec builds
vinyl tile
facility

The joint venture will be headquartered

Bioplastics to grow 50% by 2021
Global bioplastics production
capacity is set to grow by 50%
according to new data from

completed construction of a

sector trade association

new plant for luxury vinyl

European Bioplastics and

tiles for an unnamed

German research association

French manufacturer of

Nova Institute.

The new installation

Global production capacities of bioplastics

by 2021 to reach 6.1m tonnes,

J-Tec Material Handling has

flooring products.

❙ www.corbion.com

“The data illustrates an
important trend, driven by

includes two compounding

changing consumer demands,

lines, weighing systems,

to make plastic products more

hot and cold mixers, and

resource efficient and to

automatic feeding for

reduce greenhouse gas

downstream equipment.

emissions and the dependency

Material is pneumati-

on fossil resources,” explains

cally transported up 25m to

François de Bie, Chairman of

the top level, where it is

European Bioplastics and

ties of biodegradable plastics,

(900,000 tonnes), automotive

weighed and dosed in

Senior Director Marketing

such as PLA, PHA, and starch

and transport at 14% (600,000

batches into mixers on the

Bioplastics at Corbion.

blends, are also growing

tonnes) and construction at 13%

steadily and are predicted to

(500,000 tonnes).

next level down. From the

The main driver of growth

batch mixers, the dry blend

in bioplastics production

expand from around 900,000

material is transported by

capacity is in durable and

tonnes in 2016 to almost 1.3m

that Asia will further expand

European Bioplastics said

screw feeders and dosed

drop-in solutions such as

tonnes in 2021.

its role as major production

into the compounding units.

polyurethanes and bio-based

Packaging remains the

Additives are stored in

hub over the next five years

PE and PET. The study shows

largest field of application for

and, by 2021, more than 45% of

internal silos and are also

that durable bioplastics

bioplastics, according to the

all bioplastics will be produced

added through a mixer, the

account for more than 75% of

study, at almost 40% (around

in the region. Around one

company said. Nitrogen

total production capacity today

1.6m tonnes) of total bioplastic

quarter of global bioplastics

blanketing is employed to

and that this share will

polymer market consumption in

production capacity will be

eliminate risk of explosion.

increase to near 80% by 2021.

2016. Other key markets

located in Europe

❙ www.j-tec.com

However, production capaci-

include consumer goods at 22%

❙ www.european-bioplastics.org
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Ineos Styrolution buys K-Resin
Global styrenics market leader

specialty styrenics products to

supply from production sites in

Ineos Styrolution is to buy the

our customers, and increase

the Americas, EMEA and

K-Resin styrene-butadiene

our production capacities in

Asia-Pacific regions.

copolymers (SBC) business of

Asia.”

Chevron Phillips Chemical and
Daelim Industrial.

Ineos Syrolution was
formed as a result of Ineos’s

at the Yeosu Petrochemical

purchase of BASF’s 50% share

Complex in South Korea,

in its Styrolution joint venture

first acquisition and drives the

K-Resin makes SBCs that

in 2011. The company operates

further implementation of our

Ineos Styrolution said will

15 styrenics manufacturing

Triple Shift growth strategy,”

complement its existing

plants in nine countries and

said Kevin McQuade, CEO

Styrolux and Styroflex brands.

generated sales last year of

INEOS Styrolution. “We will

The acquisition will also

around €5bn.

strengthen our ability to offer

enable the combined entity to

❙ www.ineos-styrolution.com

“This measure marks our

Kevin McQuade: first acquisition

Founded in 2000 and based

PolyOne launches 810TM alternative Büfa works
PolyOne has announced

PolyOne’s Synplast L9TM is an 810TM

commercial availability of its

plasticiser alternative for cable

with OCSiAl

SynPlast L9TM plasticiser,

applications

Büfa Composite Systems, a

which is positioned as an

major manufacturer of

alternative to the 810TM linear

composite materials, has

plasticiser flexible PVC

agreed a deal to expand the

compounders have tradition-

production and marketing

ally relied on to achieve

of OCSiAl’s Tuball brand of

required performance

single wall carbon nano-

properties at both high and low

tube (SWCNT) based

temperatures in applications

concentrates and resin

such as wire and cable.
PolyOne said its cross-

formulations.
shortages of the key 810

properties as 810 TM and has

functional Synthetic Esters

alcohol raw material. SynPlast

been specifically formulated for

deal OCSiAl, which claims to

team was charged with

L9TM is based on more

use in wire and cable and

be the world leader in

developing the grade because

abundant linear 9 alcohol.

automotive slush moulding PVC

single-wall carbon nanotube

applications, the company said.

manufacturing, will supply

❙ www.polyone.com

nanotubes to Büfa, which

810TM has been subject to
periods of unavailability due to

The new plasticiser is said
to offer the same performance

Under the terms of the

will use them and OCSiAl’s

New owner for Chromaflo

technologies to make
Tuball-based modifiers
under its own brand.

US-based colorant and chemicals firm Chroma-

said American Securities is “ideally positioned

flo Technologies has been acquired by private

to support our next phase of growth and

confirmed last month with

equity firm American Securities from Arsenal

development as we look to expand our product

the signing of a Memoran-

Capital Partners and Nordic Capital.

offerings, geographies, and market reach.”

dum of Understanding at

Chromaflo, which is based at Ashtabula in

American Securities owns a portfolio of 23

The arrangement was

the Nanoagmented

Ohio, supplies some 7,000 different colorant

companies with a combined annual turnover of

Materials Industry Summit

systems and chemical and pigment dispersions

around $15 billion/year. This includes specialty

2016 at Novosibirsk in

in 200 product lines worldwide. It has production

chemicals producer Emerald Performance

Russia, where OSSiAl’s

facilities in the US, Canada, the Netherlands,

Materials and its Kalama Chemical and CVC

production plant is located.

Finland, Australia, China and South Africa.

Thermoset Specialties subsidiaries.

❙ www.ocsial.com
❙ www.buefa.de

Chromaflo president and CEO Scott Becker
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THE MASTERBATCH XXPERIENCE
The new ZSE 35 iMAXX for masterbatch production!
↗ easy cleanability: cover over processing and drive unit
↗ well thought out positioning of temperature control, heating
and cooling elements in the frame
↗ optimum energy efficiency due to synchronous drive
↗ and more

extruder@leis tritz .com | www. le is t r it z .com
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Flame retardants
trend to polymerics

Environmental
concerns and tightening
global regulations are driving
interest in polymeric and reactive
flame retardants as well as
halogen-free systems, writes Peter Mapleston
Which flame retardants have a sustainable future? The

out HBCD by the end of December, says Albemarle

answer to that question in recent times has been

Global Business Director Tina Craft, who adds that the

Fire remains a

‘halogen-free types’ but ‘polymeric and reactive types’

company “has a unique compaction process developed

persistent risk

is now also being heard quite frequently—especially,

through working directly with our customers to ensure

but the safety

and perhaps not surprisingly, from suppliers of

that they achieve the highest performance in formulat-

brominated flame retardants (BFRs). Synergistic flame

ing for both the EPS and XPS process.” Craft says this

flame retardant

retardant systems are also playing an increasingly

has been invaluable to the market during the transition

systems is also

important role.

from HBCD to Albemarle’s alternative, GreenCrest.

Polymeric molecules avoid the problem of several

The decision to sell its Martinswerk mineral-based

types of low molecular weight brominated flame

flame retardants business earlier this year to Huber

retardants that are subject to bans or extreme restric-

Corp, already a major played in the mineral products,

tions in use: they cannot enter the cell membrane of

has enabled Albemarle to focus on its GreenCrest and

living creatures. Polymers cannot, therefore, be classi-

Saytex brominated flame retardants. Craft says the

fied as Persistent, Bio-accumulative and Toxic (PBT).

company is working on some important developments

Executives at BFR suppliers point to a considerable
change in the flame retardants market, especially
long-time flame retardant of choice for styrenic

3000), was launched in 2012 to replace HBCD. “It’s all

insulation foams is a relatively small molecule and is

about how global markets are adopting various

classified both as PBT and as a Persistent Organic

alternative technologies. This is a very important

Pollutant (POP).

opportunity for us to grow our business,” says John

already been phased out in Europe and Japan and other
regions are following. Canada for example will phase
www.compoundingworld.com 

a subject of
high concern
for regulators

Chemtura’s polymeric FR offering for the polystyrene insulation market, EmeraId Innovation 3000 (EI

Stockholm Convention over the next few years - it has

of various

in the Saytex line but it is too early to go public on these.

around HBCD hexabromocyclododecane (HBCD). This

HBCD is subject to a global phase out under the UN

Main image:

Davidson, Vice President for the Great Lakes Solutions
Bromine and Derivatives BU within Chemtura.
Davidson points out that one big market that still
needs to make a decision about future flame retardant
December 2016 | COMPOUNDING WORLD
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PHOTO: ICL

on increasing importance as electronic components
continue to decrease in size. “The heavier bromine
molecule means significantly less additive is required
than with comparable technologies, “ he notes.
“We believe that non halogenated flame retardants
will remain for a while, since these chemistries are well
entrenched within the E&E sector globally,” says
Davidson. “However, it is probable that regulatory
pressure will increase on these chemistries as well,
which will eventually drive the market towards the
polymeric and reactive variety, as with brominated
substances.”
ICL is best known for its brominated flame retardants,
but it also offers aryl phosphates for PVC (Phosflex, which
also act as a plasticiser) and Fyrolflex phosphate ester
oligomers for styrenic-based products and polycarbonAbove: The

technologies for polystyrene building insulation foam is

ates. Other offerings include high purity FR-20 magne-

market for

China. The country has just applied for an exemption for

sium hydroxide (MDH) for low smoke, zero halogen wire

flame

HBCD under the Stockholm Convention that will allow it

and cable compounds for automotive applications.

retardants in

to stay on the market, most likely for another five years.

polystyrene

“We think three years should be enough, but we under-

called SAFR (Systematic Assessment of Flame Retard-

insulation is

stand that in some places, industry needs more time to

ants), which it says provides a rigorous evaluation of

undergoing a

adjust,” Davidson says. Chemtura is busy promoting EI

flame retardants in specific applications enabling users

global shake-up

3000, in the country, along with value chain partners,

to choose the most sustainable product for the intended

including polystyrene producer (and licensor of the

use (see Compounding World December 2015). “Our

polymeric flame retardant technology) Dow Chemical.

goal is to establish SAFR as the gold standard to ensure

EI 3000 still contains bromine but as Kasturirangan
(K) Kannah, Global Advocacy Manager with Chemtura,

Last year, the company launched an assessment tool

the most sustainable FRs by using scientific data,” says
Product Stewardship Manager Lein Tange.

puts it: “The argument should not be halogenated
versus non-halogenated. Any new innovations should be

Understanding risk

polymeric or reactive to ensure sustainability.” Kannah

Tange emphasises the need to distinguish between

says that nearly 90% of Chemtura’s BFR portfolio is

hazard and risk. “Something may be hazardous, but if

polymeric or reactive. “We are finding that NGOs,

there is no exposure to it, there is no risk,” he says.

regulators and academic researchers are now also

“Insulation foam between walls: is there a risk? A PWB

beginning to extoll the benefits of these types of flame

in your mobile phone: is the customer exposed to it? No.

retardants. These are people who in the past have had

But you do have frequent contact with the enclosure

very little good to say about flame retardants.”

around your television. These criteria have been built
into the methodology.” ICL is currently evaluating SAFR
with other companies in the value chain.

s

Fixed on halogen-free
Is it too late to stop high-profile specifiers taking a
Right: ICL has
a range of

dogmatic non-halogen approach? “It’s entrenched in
the consumer electronics world, but we can see some

different FRs

parties modifying their stance,” says Kannah. “We have

for electronic

to keep shining the light on good science. We need to

applications

show people how we can make bromine a safe molecule

such as

by locking it into systems.” Kannah says some OEMs in

connectors

China are rolling back their non-halogen programmes.
In automotive electronics, for example, Davidson
says the focus is more on the efficacy of flame retardants, rather than on their exact chemical nature; the net
result being that BFRs continue to be more widely used.
Kannah also points to the advantage that BFRs have
in terms of their efficiency—an argument that is taking
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Above:

importance of polymeric and reactive FR types. Tange

electrification

points to applications in the building and construction

of cars will

sector, where ICL’s polymeric FR-122P has replaced

create more

HBCD in EPS and XPS. Effective stabilisation during

demand for

processing is achieved with ICL’s polymeric brominated

flame retardant

acid scavengers. The company also offers systems that

plastics for

enable PC glazing to reach UL-94 V0 at low thicknesses

connectors in

PHOTO: ICL

Like Chemtura and Albemarle, ICL is emphasising the

Increasing

while keeping both high transparency and low haze.

and around the

Polymeric and reactive FRs for electronic connectors

vehicle

now include a brominated polyacrylate, FR-1025, which
is suitable for wall thicknesses below 0.4mm thanks to
“outstanding” mouldability and compatibility with ETPs
as well as high CTI. ICL also has a wide range of high
molecular weight brominated epoxies, which can be

Manager for Application Technology at the Rhein

tailored to match specific needs in electrical applica-

Chemie Additives’ plastic additive business (a Lanxess

tions. FR-803P is a highly effective brominated PS for

business unit), highlights a new grade, Disflamol 51092.

polyamides that offers high thermal stability and good

This is a liquid aryl phosphate ester for TPU applica-

electrical properties. As a sign of its continuing

tions such as cable, as well as some PVC applications

popularity, ICL recently substantially increased its

such as coated fabrics. It has better thermal resistance

capacity for this product.

than more traditional alkyl phosphates and, because it

Another recent ICL development for enclosure
applications in PC, PC-ABS, PPE-PS alloys and other

is a liquid, it has a plasticising effect.
Tebbe also points to developments in FR systems for

styrenics is Sol-DP, a solid phosphorus-based product

biopolymers (he cites PLA and cellulose acetate), which

supplied in a dust-free, pastille form. “Normally, BFRs

are increasingly used in technical applications.

are solids and phosphorus-based FRs are liquid so, if

Levagard TP LXS 51114 was originally developed for

you need to replace your brominated system, you need

flexible foams in automotive but is also appropriate for

to install a new feeding system,” Tange says. “Sol-DP

cellulose acetate and potentially also PLA. Cellulose

avoids this.”

acetate generally requires a plasticiser so the new

ICL is also focusing on systems for ETPs and for

Levagard, which has plasticising properties, can fulfill a

fibres that contain no antimony trioxide (ATO). “ATO and

dual role. This additive is phosphorus based but uses a

bromine work together very well but if you want an

different chemistry from the company’s existing existing

ecolabel, while polymeric BFRs will pass, alternatives

phosphate esters. Application examples include

to ATO are needed,” Tange says.

notebook displays, LCD screens and electronic

Over at Lanxess (currently in the process of acquir-

housings requiring a UL 94 V-0 rating.

ing Chemtura) the emphasis is on phosphorus-based
flame retardants that go mostly into polyurethane

Changing the game

foams but also into TPUs and PVC. Heiko Tebbe, Senior

Nofia is a novel high molecular weight polyphosphonate
flame retardant from FRX, which claims to be the only

Properties of FRX Nofia homopolymer and copolymer
grades in comparison to polycarbonate

company in the world to use the chemistry. The product
has a molecular weight of around 100,000 and is sold in
pellet form. “Our materials are the first polymeric form
of phosphorus used as FR additives,” says President
and CEO Marc Lebel. “Our enabling technology is
successfully being adopted in a wide range of applications for FR polymers.”
FRX Polymers calls Nofia a “game-changing”
product line of polymeric and reactive additives that
address the global need for non-halogen flame
retardant plastics. Lebel points out that, because Nofia
is polymeric, it will not migrate out of the host plastic
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impact on host plastic properties.

s

during compounding or in use. It also has minimal

Source: FRX Polymers
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“ ENTEK Extruders and Wear Parts Help
Fiberon Produce the Highest Quality
Wood-Plastic Composite Decking ”
Mike Huskey,
Vice President of Manufacturing, Fiberon

ENTEK’s Dr. Kirk Hanawalt (left) with Fiberon’s Plant Manager, Ken Ropski (center) and Mike Huskey at Fiberon’s plant in Meridian, Idaho

“Fiberon is one of the industry’s leading suppliers of wood-plastic composite (WPC) decking and railing products. We have
worked with ENTEK since 1999 and have numerous high-output ENTEK 103mm twin-screw extruders running at our two plants
in North Carolina and Idaho.
ENTEK’s machinery helps us produce the highest-quality products to keep up with consumer demands, and downtime is not an
option. ENTEK works with us to proactively predict our needs and make sure we’re properly stocked with replacement wear
parts, and prepared for the future.
ENTEK is much more than a machinery supplier to us. They are a partner who works with us to help improve our operations,
which ensures our mutual success.”

200 Hansard Avenue, Lebanon, Oregon, USA, 97355
Tel: 541-259-1068 • www.entek.com
Twin-Screw Extruders | Replacement Wear Parts | In-House Development Lab Services
Complete Extrusion Systems | Turnkey Manufacturing Plants
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Properties of custom blends made by reaction extrusion
using polycarbonate, Nofia HM1100 polyphosphonate
homopolymer,and Joncryl chain extender
PC (MVR 6 ml/10min, 300°C,1.2kg) [wt%]

64

54

39

Nofia HM1100 [wt%]

35

45

60

Joncryl 4400 [wt%]

1

1

1

P [wt%]

3.7

4.8

6.4

MVR (260°C/2.16kg) [ml/10 min]

15

20

25

126°C

122°C

118°C

Unnotched Impact (1.6mm) [J/m]

1,300 (NB)

1,300 (NB)

1,300 (NB)

Notched Impact (1.6mm) [J/m]

1,000 (NB)

1,000 (NB)

100

UL94 rating

V-0/0.8mm

V-0/0.4mm V-0/0.4mm

Tg [°C]

FAR 25.853 (0.8mm)
Appearance

Class B

Class A

Class A

Clear pellets Clear pellets Clear pellets

Source: FRX Polymers

growing its business in Asia and has just added a
Chinese company-- CITIC Capital—to its list of strategic
investors (which includes BASF and Evonik) and
established a Chinese subsidiary.
Lebel says the Nofia technology is being used
primarily for flame retardance but that it does offer some
other features, one of which is transparency. He says it is
possible to produce a fully transparent polycarbonate that
has a UL 94 V-0 rating at 0.4 mm. At least one unidentified customer is already producing such a compound.
Successful trials have also been carried out in
production of fully transparent flame retardant
thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) films and also TPU
floor coatings. The company is also active in flame
retardant PET applications, including transparent
BOPET films as well as extruded foams for structural
panels. Polyphosphonate-carbonate copolymer can also

The FRX portfolio includes pure polyphosphonates, as

be used to create flame retardant PLA. And Nofia is

well as polyphosphonate-carbonate copolymers. Levels

being aimed at epoxies for coatings and copper-clad

of phosphorus range from 4 to 6.5% in the copolymers to

laminates, too, but FRX is not targeting polyamides.

10.5% in the homopolymer. Molecular weight is also
highly controllable, so FRX also produces oligomers.
Nofia copolymers CO3000, CO4000 and CO6000 can be

In highly-filled polycarbonate applications in
electronics and transport applications, Nofia polymers
are said to show excellent adhesion to glass and carbon

blended with other thermoplastics or used as standalone

fibres. This allows the composite to retain outstanding

materials. Compounders with a reactive extrusion

mechanical properties and deliver excellent FR

capability can make their own blends with polycarbonate

properties, while higher levels of reinforcements are

using the Nofia homopolymer HM1100 with a chain

possible with little to no impact on properties.

extender such as BASF’s Joncryl. The end groups of Nofia
oligomers can be modified in multiple ways, making it

Synergistic approaches

possible to use grades such as OL1001 and OL3001 as

The recent K2016 trade show in Germany revealed

reactive components in thermoset applications.

considerable activity in synergistic FR systems. Spain’s

FRX has a manufacturing unit at Antwerp, in

Tolsa Group, which began serious marketing of doped

Belgium, in a chemical park operated by polycarbonate

sepiolite (magnesium silicate) clay synergists for

producer Covestro. It says this provides it with access to

plastics around two years ago, is just one example. It

feedstocks common to melt process production of

now offers two ranges, Adins Clay and Adins Fireproof.

polycarbonates and polyphosphonates. Nofia production

The first includes grades modified with either quater-

began there in early 2014. FRX is currently focused on

nary ammonium salts or different silanes. Pablo

The effect of
adding Adins
Clay to EVA
compounds
containing ATH
flame
retardant (Red
line: EVA with
65% ATH; Blue
line: EVA with
62% ATH, 3%
Adins)

Source: Tolsa
Group
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IF YOU WANT TO DIFFERENTIATE,
WHY NOT DO SOMETHING DIFFERENT?
FARREL POMINI’s unique continuous mixer technology has a
new addition, the CPeX™. Learn how the CPeX™ can help reduce
development costs and increase flexibility. farrel-pomini.com

BE DIFFERENT. LET OUR EFFICIENCY DRIVE YOUR SUCCESS.
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Clariant uses
different
synergists in
its various
Exolit OP
grades to
improve
performance.

Source: Clariant

Dalmau, director of the company’s Special Additives

and flooring as well as structural parts and low,

business unit, says these products offer versatility in

medium and high-voltage cables. Adins additives are

terms of the temperatures and shear rates that can be

sold as a powder or can be supplied in other physical

used during processing. He says this distinguishes

formats.

them from other nanoclays that have been on the
market for some time now.
Traditional bentonite and montmorillonite nanoclays

BYK’s Cloisite nano clay-based synergists are
intended for use in combination with ATH and MDH. The
company has recently developed a new grade, RXG

have very high charge densities that require a high

7581, which is a further development of its existing

amount of quaternary ammonium for exfoliation of the

Cloisite-20 product that offers improved efficiency to

platelets, which limits processing temperatures, and

help reduce the percentage of inorganic FR required. It

the bonds are ionic. But the Tolsa clays, which have a

is available for sampling now and is particularly

more needle-like structure, have low charge density.

intended for polyolefin cables.

There is no need for any cationic exchange involved in

In July, BYK acquired Dutch additives specialist

the exfoliation and the bonds are covalent, so are more

Addcomp, giving it (among other things) an additional

stable. Modification with silanes enables them to be

range of halogen-free flame retardant masterbatches.

used in a wider range of polymer matrices with higher

Jochen Wilms, Manager for Thermoplastics Applica-

processing temperatures.

tions for Additives at BYK, highlights solutions for thin

Adins Clay can be combined at addition rates of 2-3%

applications in polyolefins, including films, with

as a char promotor with mineral flame retardants such

products such as Add-Vance FR 583; such use also

as aluminium trihydrate (ATH) or magnesium hydroxide

enhances UV stability. “BYK is now a leader in additive

(MDH) and intumescents like ammonium polyphos-

solutions, with its own technologies to achieve very

phate.

good dispersion and improved efficiency of the addi-

Adins Fireproof is aimed at special wire and cable

tives, “ Wilms says.

applications. This is also based on sepiolite but is doped
with different phosphate species to create a low melting

Hybrid alternatives

temperature glass char under fire conditions. It can be

Polymer Dynamix is another company now offering a

used in polyolefins and EVAs as well as some rubbers.

flame retardant synergist. Dynasil FR is a multi-func-

Dalmau says Tolsa’s next move will be to expand into

Viggy Mehta describes it as a hybrid polymer particle

PVC. In PVC, for example, it should be possible to

that is solid at room temperature and liquefies only

replace as much as 50% of ATO in wire and cable

under shear or when the host polymer burns. Heat

compounds for applications in trains and in construc-

alone will not liquefy it.

tion, which will help in qualification for the EU Construction Products Regulations (CPR).
Tolsa says its flexible technology facilitates modifica-

22

tional silicone-based technology. Marketing Director

additives for more polymers, including polyamides and

Mehta says the product improves the efficacy of
phosphorus-based flame retardants and also metal
hydrates, creating a different type of ceramification that

tion of the sepiolite clay to meet individual customer

leads to better retardant properties. “The phosphorus

requirements in terms of heat and smoke performance.

reacts in a unique way to form a ceramic coating,” he says.

Applications include railway and transportation seating

“In a fire, Dynasil unzips and becomes liquid, and then
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Fire performance of various PA6 compounds containing
MCA’s halogen-free PPMT
Polyamide 6* (%)

54.5

54.6

59.7

54.6

Glass fibres (%)

25

25

25

25

Exolit OP 1230** (%)

15

10

7.5

0

PPM Triazine HF*** (%)

5

10

7.5

0

Melamine polyphosphate**** (%)

0

0

0

20

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

3

14

21

32

V-0

V-0/V-1

V-1/V-2

n.c.

Additives (%)
Average burning time (s)
UL 94 (1.6 mm)

*Ultramid B3S (BASF); **Clariant; *** MCA;
****Melapur 200 (BASF); n.c: no classification
Source: MCA Technologies

But many intumescent systems based on such PPMTs
are not suitable for applications requiring high water
resistance, he says.
MCA’s new PPMT is halogen-free. “Its higher C and
N content gives better char/residue formation,” Kaul
says. “Potential applications go far beyond classical
acid-induced intumescence of charring.”
In fact, he says the new PPMTs have been shown to
be effective synergists for both inorganic and phosphorus flame retardants (including ATH and MDH), metal
carbonates such as huntite and hydromagnesite,
ammonium poly phosphates (APP), and phosphinates.
The PPMT synergy mechanism is said to be generation
of a resistant, ceramic residue layer (with inorganic
FRs) and the formation of high-temperature resistant

you get crosslinking to form a sort of glass wall around

phosphorus oxynitrides (PON) as fire barriers. The

the part,” he says. “In recent years, many companies

non-ionic nature of PPMT contributes to durability and

have come out with silicone based flame retardant

can improve polymer characteristics such as electrical

nanoclays. They are very good, but they are particles, and

insulation. This can be further improved by siloxane

this gives them limited mobility, limited capability. In a

coating of the PPMT-FR blends. Applications include

fire, they form a sort of shield but it is made out of blobs

EVA, polypropylene, polyesters and polyamides.

with gaps between them. Our product is more of a gel,
and this enables it to form more of a continuous layer.”
Polymer Dynamix sells Dynasil FR to compounders

Performance gains
In a presentation earlier this year at the AMI Cables

in masterbatch form, offering it with various carriers.

2016 conference, Kaul detailed how the new PPMT

Mehta says his company has taken products that cannot

performs in various systems. In a cone calorimetry test

normally pass fire standards and achieved pass results

at a high heat flux of 50 kW/m², FR composites with

by adding Dynasil. “In the US, for example, there is the

MCA’s PPMT and inorganic filler FRs “undergo only low/

wire and cable VW-1 (Vertical Wire) test, which you

slow burning due to immediate char formation by the

cannot pass consistently with a metal hydrate FR

so-called ‘self-immolation’ principle, as evidenced by

technology. But it will pass with Dynasil. In Europe, in

rather short times to ignition but very low peak heat

the vertical cable tray test covered by the EU Construc-

release rate, right from the very beginning,” he said. He

tion Products Regulations (CPR), we can get much

added that combinations with huntite/hydromagnesite

higher ratings.”

far exceed the performance of combinations with ATH.

Polymer Dynamix has learnt over the last year or so

Kaul also discussed combinations with metal

how to put Dynasil into phosphorus-based systems,

phosphinates. These normally need to be combined

says Mehta. He claims it can be used with flame

with a nitrogen synergist for proper efficacy, he said,

retardants such as Clariant’s Exolit OP aluminium

and this is most typically melamine polyphosphate.

phosphinate-based product, broadening scope into

“MCA PPM Triazine HF is particularly recommended to

polymer systems beyond polyamides and thermoplastic

be used in place of or in combination with melamine

polyesters. Clariant itself already offers Exolit OP

polyphosphate to resolve the issues of corrosion,

grades with various synergists, the most recent

resistivity/conductivity (electrical properties), reactions

additions being the 1400 grade, which can be used with

with the polymer itself, hydrolytic instability, water

high temperature polyamides, and 1260 grade for

pick-up and longevity, and last but not least the weight

reinforced PBTs.

reduction,” he said.
Kaul added that MCA PPMTs are suitable as

Halogen-free PPMT

synergists for halogen-containing flame retardants, “on

New polymeric PPM Triazine (PPMT) synergists from

one hand to reduce their loading and on the other hand

MCA Technologies work with a wide range of flame

to partially or totally replace antimony oxides.”

retardants. Company CEO Bansi Kaul says existing

24

Paxymer in Sweden has been developing flame

PPMTs have a halogen-containing end-group and are

retardants specifically for polyolefins over the last six

used mainly for intumescent systems in combination

years. “We set out from the beginning to deal with

with ammonium polyphosphate (APP) for polyolefins.

smoke and smoke toxicity, flame spread, and peak
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release heat, and dripping,” says Managing Director

generate low smoke (below 50 Dm according to

Amit Paul. “We are trying to functionalise the polyole-

ISO5659) and low smoke toxicity, with no corrosive

fins through additivation to make it char forming. When

bi-products.

the material burns, it crosslinks, which manifests as

Phoslite TM technology from Italmatch Chemicals is

anti-dripping and reduced heat release rate, and

based on a high purity inorganic metal phosphinate in

typically smoke density is lower.” The Paxymer system

conjunction with the company’s own synergists. It is

activates at more than 400°C.

available in powder and masterbatch form. Phoslite TM

Paxymer’s main focus is on combinations of its

uses different phosphorus and nitrogen compounds for

products with nitrogen-phosphorus FRs, but projects are

a wide range of thermoplastic applications through

also ongoing involving mineral hydrates. Latest develop-

what Ugo Zucchelli, Italmatch Global Sales and

ments include new products in its Series-300 synergistic

Technical Assistance Manager, describes as “a kind of

and Series-700 stand-alone masterbatch series. Two

combinatorial innovation approach.”

new Series-300 grades were launched during this year

Recent examples include new intumescent halogen-

that require a low dosage (under 5%). The Series-300

free blends designed to provide polypropylene with a

system is also said to show a major improvement in the

UL94 V-0 rating. “The mechanism of action is much

cold impact properties in compounds compared to

improved compared to previous systems in term of

existing halogen-free additive systems.

speed of char forming and strength of the char devel-

New Series-700 grades are said to be more efficient

oped under flame, especially in the presence of glass

and cheaper than previous products with V-0 typically

fibres,” Zucchelli says. “These solutions offer benefits in

achieved at 20-25% dosage. Paul says the system is

terms of low additive loading, high process stability,

also about 20% cheaper than other HFFR formulations

resistance to discoloration, very low smoke, no blooming

on the market and “delivers similar price performance

in final items and reduced corrosion during moulding.”

as DECA-ethane compounds.” Series-700 products

Adeka’s ADK STAB FP-2000 series halogen-free

Plastic Additives Portfolio
Antioxidant
HALS
UV Absorber
Flame Retardant
Plasticizers
PVC Stabilizers
and more

www.adeka.co.jp

HALOGEN FREE (HF) AND
LOW SMOKE HALOGEN
FREE (LSHF) CABLES
In addition to the damage caused by fire, corrosivity and smoke generated from non-low
smoke halogen free cables could cause damage to electrical and electronic equipment
during combustion. UL is pleased to offer Halogen Free (HF) and Low Smoke Halogen
Free (LSHF) optional certification marks for all wire and cable categories in accordance
with the internationally recognized IEC 62821 series of standards.

For additional information, please visit UL.com/LSHF-HF,
or contact Robert Bellassai at Robert.W.Bellassai@ul.com.
UL and the UL logo are trademarks of UL LLC © 2016
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PHOTO: ITALMATCH

hygiene by reduced dust formation,” an Adeka spokesman says. “ADK STAB FP-2500S is being introduced to
the market to meet these demands. The initial feedback
from customers is positive.”
Dow Corning says its latest 40-001 liquid additive
offers silicone-based flame retardance for low-MFI
transparent polycarbonates. It enables high clarity,
maintains tensile strength and modulus and meets
UL94 V-0 fire performance at 1.5mm or 1.0mm when
used with synergists. Applications include consumer
electronics, LED lighting, automotive lighting lenses
and exterior lighting, as well as sheet extrusion.
Silicone based HFFR technologies provide a low rate
of heat release and toxic gas evolution and a high level
of smoke suppression while maintaining a compound’s
Above: Flame

intumescents are promoted as an alternative to

mechanical properties, Dow Corning says. As a

retardant

ammonium polyphosphate and are said to generate

synergist in highly filled systems, the additives enhance

stadium seats

almost no black smoke and acidic gases during

the performance of both ATH and MDH, helping

in PP

combustion. Other claimed benefits include higher heat

formulators to reduce the negative effect of FR filler

stability and maintenance of physical properties. Adeka

loading on mechanical performance.

cites a number of successful applications in wire and
cable and E&E housing applications made in polyole-

Mineral flame retardants

fins, adding that “with many on-going projects, the

Huber Corp’s acquisition of the Albemarle Martinswerk

range of applications is expected to continue to

business earlier this year has further enhanced its

expand.”

position in mineral-based flame retardants (ATH and

The latest addition to the series is ADK STAB

MDH). Huber Sales Manager Mitch Halpert says the

FP-2500S. This is an easier-to-handle version of the

deal has worked well; Huber already had a strong

high performance ADK STAB FP-2200S grade. “Al-

position in the market in North America with four plants

though dispersion is key, improved flowability was a

while Albemarle was strong in Europe and Asia via its

request from the market in order to improve industrial

Martinswerk plants in Austria (a joint venture with

Clariant broadens Chinese HFFR collaboration
At K 2016, Clariant said it would broaden

which has plants both in Taiwan and in

its collaboration with the Engineering

mainland China (Hangzhou) is already

Plastics division of Taiwan-based

exporting compounds to Europe and aims

Shinkong Synthetic Fibers Corp to

to increase business as the trend to

promote Clariant’s Exolit OP aluminium

electric vehicles picks up.

diethyl phosphinate flame retardants for

Clariant says Exolit OP phosphinate

applications in China.

flame retardants offer high thermal

Shinkong Engineering Plastics – a

stability and best in class CTI (Compara-

part of Taiwan’s third largest enterprise,

tive Tracking Index) performance. It offers

Shinkong Group - is an important

Clariant Exolit OP flame retardants are

grades for polyamides and epoxies, as

supplier of PBT polymer and compounds.

increasingly used in electrical products

well as thermoplastic polyesters.

It says its halogen-free compounds based

Clariant says that, in addition to their

on Clariant’s flame retardants are

compounds, which the company commer-

joint promotion efforts on PBT and PA

experiencing rising demand from

cialised in 2005. Shinkong was the first

compounds, the two companies may

Chinese E&E producers seeking to

company in the Greater China region to

extend their collaboration to include

comply with tightening environmental

promote halogen-free PBT compounds,

TPE-E compounds for wire and cable and

regulations.

says Jan Sültemeyer, Head of Global

injection moulding.

Product Management for Additives and

❙ www.clariant.com
❙ www.shinkong.com.tw

Clariant introduced Exolit OP 1240 to
Shinkong 13 years ago for use in PBT
28
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At K 2016, FANUC’S ROBOSHOT
injection molded MOL Group’s
TATREN PP resin containing Milliken’s
Hyperform® HPN nucleator
Milliken & Company partnered with FANUC CORPORATION
and MOL Group at the K fair in Düsseldorf to showcase the
benefits of the MOL Group’s high-impact polypropylene
modified with Milliken’s nucleating agent.
At K fair, FANUC molded a cylindrical
medical part on one of its ROBOSHOT
α-S220iA high-precision, all-electric
injection molding machines, using resin
from Hungarian materials supplier MOL
Group.
The grade in question is MOL Group’s
TATREN IM 22 63 polypropylene — a
controlled-rheology impact copolymer
that offers good processing stability and
medium fluidity. The material is intended
especially for injection molding of products
where good impact resistance is required,
MOL Group says, and typically
finds use in such products as
buckets for paints and coatings,
storage and transport containers,
crates, garden furniture, flower
pots, toys, etc. The grade also
is suitable for food-contact
applications. MOL Group’s
TATREN IM 22 63 is further
enhanced by its use of Milliken’s
Hyperform® HPN nucleators.

Milliken notes that Hyperform® HPN helps
to provide an excellent balance of physical
properties and maximize PP performance.
The additive helps processors to achieve
faster production and to mold parts that
exhibit a high degree of dimensional
stability — even when operating in the
elevated temperature environments.
Hyperform HPN allows for stronger, lighter
parts by increasing stiffness by about
10% when compared to conventionally
nucleated PP, while still retaining the same
impact behavior as a non-nucleated resin.

https://youtu.be/M5L8SSr6ZIs
(click here to watch our live video)

LEARN MORE ONLINE AT:

Milliken Chemical www.millikenchemical.com
MOL Group www.mol.hu/en/polymers
Fanuc www.fanuc.eu
© Copyright 2016. All rights reserved. Millad is a registered trademark of Milliken & Company. NX is a trademark of Milliken & Company. Milliken is a registered trademark of Milliken & Company.

additives | Flame retardants

Fire performance of various polyolefin compounds containing
MCA PPM Triazines and BASF Flamestab NOR 116
PP (%)

0

85

85

PE (%)

98

0

0

MCA® PPM Triazine HF (%)

1

0

MCA® PPM Triazine 765 (%)		

15

15

Flamestab NOR® 116* (%)

0

0

0.2 mm

1

B-2
(fire test)		

Total Burning time (s)		

composite panelling, and electrical/electronic components,” says Innes. “As a result, natural magnesium
hydroxide is widely accepted across Europe as a low cost
effective substitute for the higher priced precipitated
grades in many flame retardant plastic formulations.”
Innes says that the annual consumption of natural
flame retardant MDH in Europe, estimated at more than
30,000 tonnes, has surpassed that of precipitated
grades. “Natural grades are increasingly being

> 260

40

UL 94 (3.2 mm) 			

V-2

UL 94 (1.6 mm)+ Nanoclays/PTFE 			

V-0 (?)

Source: MCA

accepted in other global markets as well, including Asia
and NAFTA,” he says.

Stable improvements
BASF highlights its nitrogen-based flame retardants,
including Melapur MC, Melapur 200 and Flamestab

refractory products company RHI) and Germany.
Huber offers ground and precipitated grades of ATH

NOR 116. Melapur MC melamine cyanurate is typically
used in applications for polyamides, PBTs and TPUs

in all areas, the latter being purer and better suited for

while Melapur 200, a melamine polyphosphate, protects

applications such as wire and cable. “We sell a lot of

in applications using glass fibre reinforced products

MDH in applications using higher processing tempera-

based on PA6, PA66, PBT and epoxy resin.

tures, since ATH decomposes at 220°C,” he notes.

Flamestab NOR 116, which uses NOR HALS

“Even at lower temperatures, some customers still use

technology, achieves its best performance when used in

MDH, in combination with ATH, to get a combination of

thin polyolefin applications such as films, tapes, woven

performance characteristics offered by each type.”

and nonwoven products, the company says. However,

There is no doubt that brominated flame retardants

Kaul at MCA says this can be extended into thicker films

are more efficient than ATH and MDH, Halpert acknowl-

and higher melting point polyolefins by combining

edges, meaning addition levels with the latter need to

Flamestab NOR 116 with MCA’s PPMTs.

be much higher to obtain similar flame resistance. But

Flamestab NOR 116 also enhances thermal and light

when regulations or customer preferences call for

stability in the final product as the NOR HALS technology

halogen-free systems, Huber can develop suitable

was developed primarily as a light stabiliser system.

formulations. These often involve synergists. The

“Further developmental work has proven that depending

company is, for example, currently involved in the

on the molecular structure the property profile can be

development of flame retardant insulation for alumini-

tailor made to fulfil different tasks: rheology modifiers

um building panels to prevent a recurrence of a recent

as well as flame retardant,” BASF says.

incident in Dubai that saw a high-rise building engulfed
in flames (new buildings in the UAE must now have

Click on the links for more information:

fire-resistant exterior cladding).

❙ www.albemarle.com
❙ www.chemtura.com
❙ www.icl-ip.com
❙ www.lanxess.com
❙ www.frxpolymers.com
❙ www.tolsa.com
❙ www.byk.com
❙ www.polymerdynamix.com
❙ www.clariant.com
❙ www.mcatechnologies.com
❙ www.paxymer.se
❙ www.italmatch.com
❙ www.adeka.co.jp/en
❙ www.dowcorning.com
❙ www.hubermaterials.com
❙ www.nuovasima.it
❙ www.basf.com

A Martinal highly loaded ATH core compound
enables aluminium sandwich panels to meet Euroclass
A2 requirements. The compound meets CPR A2s1d0,
indicating low smoke formation and no generation of
burning droplets.
Many people today incorrectly believe that only high
grade precipitated magnesium hydroxide should be
used for flame retardant applications, says Jim Innes at
Flame Retardants Associates, which is introducing
Hydrofy products into the US from Italian company
Nuova Sima (the world’s largest producer of natural
flame retardant MDH).
“In the European market, this perception has become
obsolete. Today, natural (non-precipitated) magnesium
hydroxide has found its way into multiple flame retardant applications such as wire and cable, roof membrane,
30
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PVC Formulation 2017
International conference on the PVC industry, compounding,
recipes and market trends

27 February-1 March 2017
Maritim Hotel,
Düsseldorf, Germany

HEADLINE SPONSOR

Also sponsored by:

Organised by:

Media supporters:

SPECIAL OFFER: Save €200 if you register before 13th January 2017

PVC Formulation 2017
27 February -1 March 2017,
Maritim Hotel, Düsseldorf, Germany
AMI invites you to attend its ninth PVC Formulation conference, which
will take place from 27 February to 1 March 2017 at the Maritim
Hotel in Düsseldorf, Germany. The international event will start with a
welcome drinks reception for all conference attendees on the evening
of 27 February. This will be followed by a busy two-day programme of
technical and market presentations from expert speakers.
The conference sessions will cover global trends in PVC trade and
technology, including the latest advances in a range of PVC additives, such
as plasticisers, stabilisers, lubricants, functional fillers and anti-microbials.
Industry experts will discuss the optimisation of rigid, flexible and foamed
PVC formulations for a wide variety of applications.
This year’s programme has a strong focus on sustainability, including
presentations on adding value to recycled PVC, and the specification of
sustainable additives. The public perception of PVC will also be discussed,
covering current challenges and how the industry should respond.
Attendees will also learn about complying with the latest regulatory
requirements, with a particular focus on REACH. In addition, there will
be a session on monitoring and improving PVC quality.
The PVC Formulation conference always attracts a large international
audience making it an ideal meeting place for anyone wanting to make
new contacts and discover the latest technical and business trends
in the industry. In addition to the busy programme of presentations,
the event will offer high-level networking opportunities in a focused
exhibition area featuring displays from a range of suppliers.
AMI welcomes all members of the PVC industry to attend PVC
Formulation 2017: register early and take advantage of the special rates!

Save €200
Register before 13th January 2017
HEADLINE SPONSOR

The Perstorp Group is a world leader in several sectors of the
specialty chemicals market for a wide variety of industries and
applications. Our products are added to a wide range of products
used every day at work, home or leisure.
Whether you are interested in flexible PVC for cables, roofing
membranes, flooring or automotive foils Perstorp’s plasticizers
can give you all the performance and production advantages
you are looking for. Perstorp is one of only two fully integrated
suppliers of plasticizers in Europe, which guarantees reliability of
supply and consistent plasticizer quality.
Discover your winning formula at www.perstorp.com

EARLY BIRD REGISTRATION OFFER

Register before 13th January 2017 and pay €1090* saving €200 on
the full price of €1290*. There are additional discounts for group
bookings. The registration fee includes attendance at all conference
sessions, the Networking Cocktail Reception, lunch and refreshment
breaks on both days and a set of conference proceedings.

EXHIBITION SPACE
FIVE GOOD REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD ATTEND:
1. Learn about the latest developments in additives
for adding value to PVC
2. Gain valuable insights into optimising
PVC formulations
3. Benchmark your company’s performance
against other leading players
4. Network with our audience of influential
delegates from around the world
5. Ensure your company will comply with recent
regulatory announcements

CONFERENCE HOTLINE
Contact: Giulia Esposito, Senior Conference Organiser
Tel: +44 (0) 117 314 8111
Fax: +44 (0) 117 311 1534
Email: ge@amiplastics.com
Twitter: @AMIconferences #attendAMI

Make it easy for the delegates to find you at this busy event with your
own table top exhibition space. Bring your own display stand, banners
or use the space to showcase samples of your products and ensure
that you make an impact. The table top exhibition will run throughout
the conference in the spacious lobby next to the main meeting room.
Registration includes 1 delegate place!
Space is limited so to avoid disappointment please register for this
service as soon as possible.

HOTEL ACCOMMODATION
Delegates are responsible for booking their own accommodation.
AMI has negotiated a limited number of rooms at the rate of €169 for
a single room and €199 for a double (Wi-Fi and breakfast included) at
the Maritim Hotel in Düsseldorf for a limited time only. To reserve a
room, please contact the Reservation Department and state that you
are attending “AMI’s PVC Formulation 2017” on:
Tel: +49 211 5209 1546
Fax: +49 211 5209 1000
Email: info.dus@maritim.de

CONFERENCE VENUE
Düsseldorf is a vibrant city located at the heart of Europe with excellent
international connections. It is a great place for doing business, dining
out and shopping. The conference will take place at the Maritim Hotel,
which is conveniently located across a pedestrian footbridge at the
international airport and a short train journey from the city centre.
*+19% German VAT

Turn page for booking details ➤
HEADLINE SPONSOR
P V C

F O R M U L A T I O N

2 0 1 7

Monday 27th February 2017

Wednesday 1st March 2017

17.00-19.30
18.00-19.30

08.00
09.00

Registration
Networking Cocktail Reception

Registration and welcome coffee
Opening announcements

There are no conference sessions on this day

SESSION 5 - MEETING THE LATEST REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS

Tuesday 28th February 2017

09.10

Determination of residual DOTE in DOTE-containing heatstabilised PVC packaging films and assessing the implications
in relation to recent REACH restrictions
Dr. Kevin Ross, Director, Technical Service,
PMC ORGANOMETALLIX, United States

09.40

What PVC formulators need to do for REACH 2018
Mr. Alfred Voskian, Partner and
Ms. Jytte Syska, Partner,
SYSKA VOSKIAN CONSULTING, Denmark

08.00
09.00

Registration and welcome coffee
Opening announcements

SESSION 1 - PVC IN A CHANGING WORLD – EXPLORING THE
BIGGER PICTURE
09.10

09.40

10.10

The changing role of international trade in Europe’s
PVC supply chain
Mr. Yves Heroes, Director Marketing & Sales,
KEM ONE, France
Improving the perception of PVC: what are the current
challenges and how should industry respond?
Mr. Thomas Hülsmann, Managing Director,
AGPU WORKING GROUP PVC AND EVIRONMENT, Germany
Modifying recycled rigid PVC into flexible formulations to
add value
Mr. Vincent Raspail, Technical Services & Development Engineer,
DUPONT DE NEMOURS, Switzerland

10.10-10.50 Morning coffee sponsored by:
SESSION 6 - OPTIMISING FLEXIBLE PVC FORMULATIONS
10.50

Developing high-performance graphic films based on PVC
for vehicle wrap applications
Dr. Frank V. Loncar, Senior Research Specialist,
3M COMPANY, United States

11.20

Optimising plasticiser selection for PVC plastisol applications
Dr. Matthias Pfeiffer, Head of Technical Marketing Plasticisers Europe,
BASF SE, Germany

11.50

Plasticiser performance: summary of aspects and methods
of measurement
Mr. Ron Raleigh, Technical Service Chemist,
VALTRIS SPECIALTY CHEMICALS, United States

10.40-11.20 Morning coffee sponsored by:
SESSION 2 - INVESTIGATING ADVANCES IN STABILISATION
TECHNOLOGIES
11.20

11.50

Global trends in PVC stabilisers and the drive towards a
sustainable future
Dr. Ettore Nanni, C.E.O.,
REAGENS GROUP, Italy

12.20-13.50 Lunch sponsored by:

The art of stabilisation of flexible applications
Dr. Bernhard Pelzl, Head of R&D,
CHEMSON POLYMER-ADDITIVE AG, Austria

13.50

12.20-13.50 Lunch sponsored by:
SESSION 3 - TAILORING PVC PROPERTIES AND ADDING VALUE TO
FORMULATIONS
13.50

Recent advances in Fischer-Tropsch lubricants for rigid
PVC extrusion applications
Mr. Michael Zagryn, Global Product Manager,
SASOL PERFORMANCE CHEMICALS, United States

14.20

Accelerated antimicrobial testing and assessing performance
variability in a post-OBPA world
Mr. Thomas E. Robitaille, Technical/Marketing Lead-Plastics,
LONZA, United States

14.50

Optimising the formulation and production of PVC-foam sheet
– a kind of magic!
Dr. Michael Schiller, Founder & Owner,
HMS CONCEPT E.U., Austria

Optimising flexible PVC formulations based on polyol 		
esters, including selection of the most suitable stabilisers
Mr. Anders Magnusson, Technical Market Development Manager,
PERSTORP AB, Sweden

SESSION 7 - MONITORING AND IMPROVING PVC QUALITY
14.20

Failure modes and sensitivities of PVC film constructions
Mr. Mark Alessandro, Global R&D Durability Engineering 		
Manager,
AVERY DENNISON CORPORATION, United States

14.50

Exploring the problem of ‘fish eyes’ in suspension PVC
Prof. Kálmán Marossy, Research Fellow,
BORSODCHEM ZRT., Hungary

15.20 Afternoon tea and conference ends

Conference bag sponsored by:

15.20-16.00 Afternoon tea sponsored by:
SESSION 4 - FORMULATING AND PROCESSING WITH FUNCTIONAL FILLERS
16.00

Studying the influence of minerals on the properties of PVC
compounds, including their dimensional stability and their
odour and VOC emissions
Ms. Anaïs Berjeaud, Development Manager Polymers & Rubber,
IMERYS, France

16.30

Overview of PVC with carbon nanofillers
Mr. Günter Beyer, Lab-Manager,
KABELWERK EUPEN AG, Belgium

17.00

Design and operation/application of feeding systems for
fillers and additives in PVC extrusion process
Mr. Martin Skrabak, Area Sales Manager,
PENTA Srl, Italy

20.00

Conference Dinner

Conference presentation download sponsored by:

Conference lanyards sponsored by:

Conference iPad Draw sponsored by:
AMI reserves the right to alter the programme without notice.
The latest programme including any new speakers or changes to schedules
can be viewed on our website www.amiconferences.com

Click here for a PDF of the brochure

PLEASE PRINT OUT FORM AND COMPLETE IN BLOCK CAPITALS

REGISTRATION FORM
Company: _____________________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
Country: _______________________________________________________
Tel: ____________________________ Fax: ____________________________
VAT No.: __________________________________________________
(Must be completed by all EU Companies)

Company activity: _______________________________________________
Purchase order No. (if applicable): _______________________________________
Invoice address (if different from above): ____________________________

PVC FORMULATION 2017

CONFERENCE INFORMATION

Date and location
27 February – 1 March 2017
Maritim Hotel
Maritim-Platz 1
40474 Düsseldorf						
Germany
Tel: +49 211 5209 0
Fax: +49 211 5209 1000
Registration fee
The registration fee includes attendance at all conference sessions, the
Networking Cocktail Reception, lunch, refreshment breaks and a set of
conference proceedings.

________________________________________________________

• Early bird registration
Register before 13th January 2017 for only €1090*.Thereafter the cost is €1290*.

________________________________________________________

• Group rates
For companies wishing to register two or more delegates, group discounts
are available. Please contact the Conference Organiser for more details.
(Please note to qualify for the group discount delegates must be booked at
the same time, otherwise additional delegates may be charged at full price).

DELEGATE DETAILS

If more than one delegate please photocopy form

Title: Mr/Mrs/Dr/Other___________________________________________
First name: _____________________________________________________
Surname: ______________________________________________________
Position: _______________________________________________________
Email: ________________________________________________________
Special dietary requirements: ________________________________________
Signature: ________________________ Date: ________________________

PAYMENT DETAILS

Please tick box and write amount:
€1090 + €207.10* = €1297.10 _________

(Until 13th January 2017)

q Admission fee thereafter:

€1290 + €245.10* = €1535.10 _________

q Conference Dinner:

€90 + €17.10* = €107.10

_________

Table Top Exhibition Package (includes 1 delegate place)
q German resident companies
€2000 + €380* = €2380

_________

q Non - German resident companies €2000 + €207.10** = €2207.10 _________
(**Only admission fee part of package is VAT chargeable at 19%)
Total: _________

* German VAT charged at 19%		

Please note all delegates have to pay the VAT stated above

METHOD OF PAYMENT
You will be sent an invoice in 7-14 working days.
q Bank transfer quoting: Your Invoice and A/C No. or 'Applied Market
Information Ltd. - PVC Formulation 2017’ to: National Westminster Bank Plc.
Thornbury Branch, 16 the Plain, Thornbury, Bristol, BS99 5HD

Account number: 06814077		
IBAN: GB63 NWBK 6072 0306 8140 77

Bank No. 556138
SWIFT: NWBKGB2L

q Pay by Credit Card
We accept: Visa / Mastercard / Maestro/ JCB
Please provide your contact details and we will send you a link to
a secure payment gateway via email.
Name:________________________________________________________
Email:_________________________________________________________

		

Sponsor this event
A variety of sponsorship opportunities are available at this event that can help
to promote and enhance your company’s products and services to this highly
targeted international audience. For further information, please contact the
Conference Organiser on: +44 (0) 117 314 8111.
Social events
The social events organised for PVC Formulation 2017 will provide an ideal
setting for delegates and speakers to mix business with pleasure.

All payments to be made in Euros

q Early bird admission fee:

Table top exhibition
A limited number of table top exhibition spaces are available in the networking
area directly outside the conference room. The table top exhibition fee is
excellent value for money and includes 1 delegate place. Exhibitors may
either use tables provided by the hotel or bring their own stand or display.

• Networking Cocktail Reception
A networking cocktail reception will be held on the first evening. This offers
an excellent opportunity for delegates to meet with speakers and other
colleagues. All delegates are invited to attend and admission is included
in the delegate fee.
• Conference Dinner
All delegates are invited to attend the Conference Dinner, which will
take place at a local restaurant on the evening of 28 February 2017.The
additional cost is €90*.
Hotel accommodation
Delegates are responsible for booking their own accommodation. AMI
has negotiated a limited number of rooms at the rate of €169 for a single
room and €199 for a double (Wi-Fi and breakfast included) at the Maritim
Hotel in Düsseldorf for a limited time only. To reserve a room, please contact
the reservation department and state that you are attending “AMI’s PVC
Formulation 2017” on:
Tel: +49 211 5209 1546 Fax: +49 211 5209 1000
Email: info.dus@maritim.de
Cancellations
Full refunds, less a cancellation charge of €200 will only be made on
cancellations received prior to 27th January 2017. Thereafter we regret that no
refunds can be made. Delegates may be substituted at any time. Please note
that refunds will not be given on table top bookings, sponsorship packages or
Conference Dinner places at any time.
*+19% German VAT

CONFERENCE HOTLINE
GIULIA ESPOSITO, SENIOR CONFERENCE ORGANISER
Applied Market Information Ltd.
6 Pritchard Street, Bristol, BS2 8RH, United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 117 314 8111 Fax: +44 (0) 117 311 1534
Email: ge@amiplastics.com
Twitter: @AMIconferences #attendAMI

Fax back to: +44 (0) 117 311 1534 or Email: ge@amiplastics.com

LSHF materials | testing

Finding clarity in
LSHF cables

There is some confusion in the cable industry regarding
performance of low smoke halogen free (LSHF) cables
and the materials used to produce them. Products
identified as LSHF - or as low smoke zero halogen
(LSZH) - have been with us for some time. However,
performance claims are frequently self-certified and
testing procedures may not always be standards based.
More importantly, there are frequently misconceptions

The numerous standards applying to
low smoke halogen free cable
materials have resulted in some
confusion among suppliers and users.
UL specialist Robert Bellassai
provides some clarification

over what some tests actually cover. This article aims to
clear up confusion through an explanation of the main
international standards and their scope.

Traditionally found in the power and control catego-

Main image:

ries, LSHF cable products have now branched out to

The scope of

include data/telecom cables, fibre optic cables and

international

Background to LSHF

appliance wire and cable. They also are being used in

LSHF cable materials originated in Europe and the US

locations other than the traditional confined spaces of

covering low

in the 1970s. During the 1980s, they were used in

tunnels, subways, ships, submarines and mines, with

smoke halogen

applications such as the London Underground mass

LSHF cables now frequently found in hospitals and data

transport system, the UK’s Royal Navy vessels, and

centres (UL will be proposing optional HF and LSHF

offshore oil drilling platforms in the North Sea.

Marking for the US 2020 National Electrical Code (NEC)

Typically, LSHF cables were installed in confined spaces

revision cycle).

where the toxicity and corrosivity of smoke generated in
a fire would be particularly problematic.
Adoption of LSHF cable products has been slower in

standards

free (LSHF)
cable materials
has been
frequently

Asia and South America are also adopting LSHF wire
and cable, following the EU approach to cable standards. In a global economy, manufacturers now have

misunderstood,
according to
UL, leading to

the US than in Europe, but that began to change as a

access to a standards-based LSHF cable designation

confusion in

result of some recent high-profile fires. One example,

and cable designers can produce a single design that

the market

for instance was the L’Enfant Plaza Metro train incident

can be sold and applied around the world.

in Washington DC on the 12 January this year, where an

To better understand LSHF, it is first necessary to

electrical malfunction fire filled a tunnel with smoke,

consider what a halogen is in terms of the Periodic

killing one person and injuring many others.

Table. The five halogen elements found in column 17 are

www.compoundingworld.com 
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ated series and MIL DTL-24643C Part 3.3 (NEMA WC57)
- are the source of some of the confusion regarding the
halogen content of cable and materials. In particular,
there is still an incorrect association with IEC 60754-1,
“Test on gases evolved during combustion of materials
from cables – Part 1: Determination of the halogen acid
gas content,” and IEC 60754-2, “Test on gases evolved
during combustion of materials from cables – Part 2:
Determination of acidity (by pH measurement) and
conductivity.”
These standards do not test for or reference
chlorine, bromine or fluorine content levels; they are
methods to test the halogen acid content (via a titration
method in the case of IEC 60754-1 and by pH and
conductivity for IEC 60754-2) established from the
A smoke

fluorine, chlorine, bromine, astatine and iodine. Three

combustion of the tested material. Also, for IEC

density test

of these primary elements - chlorine, bromine and

60754-2, the minimum pH value of 4.3 and maximum

installation at

fluorine - are found in cable insulation, filler and jacket

conductivity of 10 μS/mm are described as “recom-

UL

materials/components.

mended performance requirements” as shown in Annex
A. This implies that these requirements are “sugges-

The major LSHF standards

tive” as opposed to “normative” requirements.

The four predominant wire and cable industry standards
- IEC 60754-1, IEC 60754-2, IEC 61249-2 Non-halogen-

IEC recently developed the LSHF 62821-1, -2 & -3
standard series, “Electric Cables – Halogen Free,

See you at:

13 -14 December 2016, Philadelphia

Booth 14

Polymers

Enhancing conductivity
CONDUCTIVE CARBON BLACK

ENSACO

®

GRAPHITE AND EXPANDED GRAPHITE

TIMREX

®

TIMCAL Carbon Black

TIMCAL Graphite

• electrical conductivity
• easy-dispersion
• high purity

• thermal conductivity
• electrical conductivity
• lubrication

For electronic packaging, fuel hoses,
flooring, power cables and accessories,
conveying belts, ATEX applications.

For seals, water-meters, heat sinks, geothermal pipes,
LED light sockets, primers for electrostatic painting,
gas barrier properties.

imerys-graphite-and-carbon.com

MASTERBATCH AND COMPOUNDING LINES

Y our i deas, our chal lenges

19 - 26 October
Düsseldorf, Germany
Please visit us at:
Hall 16 / D42

via per Legnano, 57 - 20023 Cerro Maggiore (MI) Italy
T +39 0331.577387
www.comacplast.com
info@comacplast.it

f +39 0331.464605
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Right: Part

Low-Smoke, Thermoplastic-Insulated and Sheathed

of UL’s HF

Cables of Rated Voltages Up to and Including 450/750 V.”

materials

This series is one of the first to provide component

testing
installation

material hydrogen free (HF), complete cable smoke
requirements and applicable LSHF cable surface marking.

Certification programmes
As a result of the publication of this standard, UL has
launched two new certification programmes: a material
recognition service; and optional cable surface mark
programme.
The material recognition service uses test methods
from IEC 60754-1/-2 and IEC 62821-1/-2 as described
under Subject Outline UL 2885, “Outline of Investigation
for Acid Gas, Acidity and Conductivity of Combusted
Material and Assessment of Halogens,” dated 2015-0212. This service is geared to support suppliers of
insulation and jacket compounds, and of cable compo-

combustible materials are evaluated for halogen

nents such as fillers, tapes, wraps, and the like. It can

content. Materials evaluated under this standard will

be summarised as follows:

allow for the “HF” material recognition designation for

IEC 60754-1. Under the UL 2885 standard, combusti-

any combustible compound/component in a finished

ble materials are evaluated for the amount of hydrogen

cable. Suppliers of insulation and jacket compounds

chlorine (HCl) and then classified to a Performance

and cable components may choose to obtain a material

Level Category (PLC). The PLC chart as shown in Table

recognition for any one or more of the above standards.

8.1 of UL 2885 was developed by UL and is not found in
IEC 60754-1. Combustible materials (insulation, jacket,

Marking designation

fillers, tapes, etc) evaluated under this service/

For wire and cable manufacturers, UL established an

standard(s) would not make claims or assertions to the

“-HF” and “-LSHF” cable surface mark designation in

halogen content of the material(s) and are not appropri-

accordance to IEC 62821-3 (for example, Type CMR-

ate for use in validating cable products or their material

LSHF or OFNR-LSHF, TC-LSHF, RHHW-HF, CM-HF,

components as non-halogen, zero halogen, halogen-

SJO-HF, etc). This was detailed in the Announcement

free, low halogen or LSZH.

Bulletin, “Halogen Free (HF) and Low Smoke Halogen

IEC 60754-2. Combustible materials for this standard
under UL 2885 are evaluated for pH and conductivity.

Free (LSHF) Service Offering for Wire and Cable,”
(published on 20 February 2015).

Combustible materials (insulation, jacket, fillers, tapes,

Under the “-HF” and “-LSHF” cable programme, all

etc) evaluated under this service/standard(s) would not

combustible materials (insulation, jacket, fillers, tapes,

make claims or assertions to the halogen content of the

wraps, shields, etc) must first be recognised under UL’s

material(s) and are not appropriate for use in validating

material Recognition Programme as per UL 2885

cable products or their material components as non-halo-

(described above) or tested individually by the cable

gen, zero halogen, halogen-free, low halogen or LSZH.

manufacturer. The cable manufacturer would be

IEC 62821-1/-2. Under the UL 2885 standard,

authorised to use these HF Recognised materials in
order to apply the “-HF” and “-LSHF” optional cable
surface mark.

About the author:

Under the optional cable surface mark programme,

Robert Bellassai is a Senior Staff Engineer

no reference is permitted within the UL print legend

working out of the UL facility at Melville, New

surface print, regarding non-halogen, non-halogenated,

York, US. Tel: +1 631-546-2871; Email:

zero halogen, low halogen or LSZH or reference material

Robert.W.Bellassai@ul.com

provided by the cable manufacturer as these designa-

UL is a global independent safety science
company employing close to 11,000 worldwide.

tions are not covered in the IEC 62821-3 standard.
Currently, UL has certified seven wire and cable

To learn more about its certification,

companies to mark certain cable constructions as “HF”

testing, inspection, training and education

& “LSHF” and 10 suppliers of HF compound material to

services, visit www.UL.com

the wire and cable industry.
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The Innovation Leader in Strand Pelletizing
• Engineered Systems for Your Application
• Patented Micro-Pelletizer
• Micro Pellet Range 0.127mm to 1mm
• Specialized Pultrusion Pelletizers (LFT)
with Precision Gap Control of 0.012mm
• New Patented Pellet Evacuation System
• Pelletizer Range 25mm to 1000mm
• Fully Integrated Process Controls
• Rugged Robust Design
• Change-over in Less Than Five Minutes
• Quiet, Easy to Clean & Maintain
• Spare Parts for Any Brand Pelletizer
Contact our representatives throughout Europe for
more detailed information and find out how we can
provide you a pelletizing solution today.

www.bayplasticsmachinery.com
3494 North Euclid, Bay City, MI 48706 USA
Phone (989) 671-9630

Patented Technology & Custom Built

http://itunes.apple.com/app/ami-conferences/id487589956?mt=8

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=air.com.yudu.ReaderAIR3120491&hl=en

www.amiconferences.com

PolymerFoam2017
International conference on foam technology
and applications in thermoplastic and elastomeric products

Images courtesy of: Sinopec and
Reedy Chemical Foam and Specialty Additives

CLICK
HERE FOR
DETAILS

May 2-3, 2017
Pittsburgh Marriott City Center,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA

Organized by:

Sponsored by:

Media supporter:

SPECIAL OFFER: Save $200 if you register before February 10, 2017
Stephanie Berchem – Conference Coordinator sb@amiplastics-na.com Ph: +1 610 478 0800 Fx: +1 610 478 0900

Technology | anti-counterfeiting

With counterfeits making up some 10% of globally traded goods
today it has never been more important to step up product security
measures. Peter Mapleston reviews the latest initiatives

Additives take on counterfeits
Practically all original products are counterfeited. From

launch Plastiward, which is described as a robust

Main image:

the smallest electronic component to the largest

integrated protection system for plastic pharmaceutical

There are no

turbine blade, it seems just about anything is game for

packaging or medical devices. The two companies

fraudsters. Experts estimate that counterfeits make up

already cooperate on the use of special pigments for

at least 10% of all globally traded goods today. Despite

inks, but this is the first time they have worked together

the efforts of enforcement agencies, it is unlikely that

on anti-counterfeit plastics. Clariant says the technol-

products.

counterfeiters are going to go away any time soon so it

ogy, initially targeted at the pharmaceutical industry, is

However,

makes sound sense for players across the plastics

likely to be expanded to other sectors once established.

plastics

limits when it
comes to
counterfeit

supply chain to make full use of additive technologies

Clariant says that the market for portable plastic

additive

that at least facilitate the distinction between genuine

pharmaceutical packaging such as insulin pens and

technologies

product and copy.

inhalators is big and growing rapidly. One report

may provide

For obvious reasons, companies operating in this

projects a CAGR of 6.5% for the global medical devices

area don’t give very much detail away about the

market from 2014 to 2020, rising from an estimated

additives they employ, who is using them, and how. But

$61bn in 2014 to $89bn in 2020.

this article presents a flavour of the technologies in use
and under development.
In October, for instance, speciality chemicals

“This strong growth has also attracted counterfeiters

needed
protection and
security

and others dealing in illicit trade,” the company says.
The World Health Organisation (WHO) estimates that

company Clariant announced that it had joined forces

8% of medical devices in circulation are counterfeits. In

with SICPA – a Swiss provider of security solutions - to

one case, in 2009, over two million fake insulin pen

www.compoundingworld.com 
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Below: The

needles were seized in three European countries.

Two-pronged approach

green light on

Fabienne Le Tadic, Executive President of Product and

Steve Duckworth, Head of Global Segment Healthcare

a handheld

Brand Protection at SICPA, says: “The counterfeiting of

Polymer Solutions at Clariant, says Plastiward “offers

detector

pharmaceutical products, including medical devices,

pharmaceutical clients a two-in-one approach that

provides

attacks strong pharmaceutical brands while sapping

combines Clariant’s track record in developing polymer

immediate
authentication
of a Plastiwardprotected
medical device

the trust of patients and doctors. It poses a risk for
all of us.”

pharmaceutical sector and SICPA’s proven expertise in

Clariant says Plastiward offers an end-to-end
solution integrating exclusive, proprietary
security features from SICPA into polymer
compounds or masterbatches from Clariant.

LAR

T
IAN

:C
OTO

PH

compounds and masterbatches for the needs of the
protecting brands and products.” He says customers
get a package comprising security assessment, needs
definition, security system design, system deployment
and on-going performance monitoring.

Data gathered from instantaneous authenti-

In common with a number of anticounterfeiting

cation using a handheld detector can be

solutions, the Plastiward package involves a lumines-

uploaded and aggregated on a secure

cent pigment embedded in a masterbatch. This pigment

inspection platform from SICPA that
facilitates real-time monitoring at
global, regional or local levels. This
enables pharmaceutical companies

luminesces with a very specific spectrum that can be
matched against SICPA’s database.
Marco Cenisio, General Manager of Clariant’s
Masterbatches BU, claims the technology is more

to monitor their products from

sophisticated, robust and reproducible than offerings

factory to pharmacy, identify

from rival pigment producers. “We offer not only the

emerging trends and improve

material, but a complete concept, we consult brand

response times if action is

owners on how to use it in their specific value chain,

required.

and we offer the monitoring platform with SICPA,”

FED-MTS
Best conditions for a scale up
FED-MTS stands for a variety of applications.
The modular design of the co-rotating
twin screw extruder FED 26 MTS can be
extended with just a few steps from 32 D
to 42 D, 52 D or more.
It is also ideal as a laboratory extruder –
the technology is similar to those of the larger
machines from the series and thus granted
the proven gentle incorporation process.

FEDDEM GmbH & Co. KG
Member of the Feddersen Group
Sinzig – Germany
info@feddem.com
www.feddem.com

WE ARE
THE
MIXING
EXPERTS

Mixing units from MTI are the benchmark for attaining maximum specific
throughput, outstanding reliability
and unbeatable life time. A wide variety of options allows an individual configuration of the mixer to meet even
complex process requirements.
MTI – the mixing company.

MTI Mischtechnik International GmbH | Tel. +49 (5231) 914-0 | Email: info@mti-mixer.de

www.mti-mixer.de
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Right: Verimas-

technology is unique and is not based on infrared or UV

ter technology,

fluorescent taggants; he does not disclose precisely

from Addmas-

what it comprises, however.

ter UK, can be

Verimaster from Addmaster (UK) is available in

used in all

masterbatch, liquid or powder forms, and is said to be

polymers to

suitable for use with plastics, as well as paper, textiles

create a unique

and coatings. According to Karl Shaw, Marketing

identifier

Manager at the company, the Verimaster technology is

signature

used in a wide range of industries from high end fashion
goods to car components. “Our additive can be identified even at very low dosage levels, making the product
itself the brand security tool,” he says. “Verimaster
works in all polymer types, including engineering
grades. It will not interfere with any colour, physical
property or transparent finish of a product.”
There are three standard detection methods for
Verimaster - visual, audible and lab testing. The visual
Cenisio says. “Converters using the masterbatch will be

detector is a pen-sized laser that causes the Verimaster

audited regularly. We will make sure that nothing is lost

additive to glow. The audible detection device is a

along the production chain, even scrap is accounted for.

proprietary detector similar in size to a key fob that

We have to make sure all the material stays within the

emits a noise when the Verimaster additive is detected.

specified production process.”

Addmaster will create additives on a licensed basis,
accessible only to the one customer.

Taggant reassurance

The detectors can be programmed to locate a single

Another masterbatch producer working on anti-coun-

additive, or up to one hundred different combinations of

terfeit products is Teknor Apex. Earlier this year, its

additives. Each signature can be made unique to the

Teknor Color division introduced a series of colour

client or to an application. “The detection devices are

masterbatches with what it says are “exceedingly

completely controlled by Verimaster, so it is virtually

small” traces of an anti-counterfeit marker (a taggant)

impossible to replicate a specific signature to fool the

that enables plastics manufacturers to ensure product

device,” Addmaster says.

safety, supply chain integrity, and brand reputation with
no effect on colour quality or product performance.
The company says that its DeTek colour master-

Microtrace, which has been involved in anti-counterfeit-

batches can be used at standard let-down ratios in a

ing taggant technologies for more than 30 years,

wide range of thermoplastics. “DeTek concentrates can

recently expanded its offering to include phosphor and

also help provide assurance to automotive, electronic,

infrared taggant systems. “There continues to be a wide

medical device, and other OEMs that use components

range of anti-counterfeit security options for plastic

from multiple contractors for regulated or high-specifi-

compounders, each having their own pros and cons and

cation applications,” the company claims.

levels of security,” says a spokesperson for the

The taggants contained in products with DeTek
masterbatches respond to detection equipment and are
difficult for fraudulent manufacturers to identify or

company. “Microtrace offers a variety of proprietary
taggant technologies to fit any project.”
Microtrace Microtaggant Identification Particles, for

copy, Teknor Color says. As a service to customers, the

example, are microscopic opaque particles, which

company can carry out an analysis of suspect products

through a multi-coloured layered structure provide a

to avoid the need to invest in analytical systems.

unique code exclusive to each customer or application.

John Wood, Technical Manager at Teknor Color, says

They provide a quick and easy field identification with

the Teknor Color permanent marking technology is easy

inexpensive devices, such as handheld UV lights or

to identify in-house or in the field without the require-

laser pens. The colour layered code can be read with a

ment of skilled analytical professionals or sophisticated

microscope.

test equipment. “Even in long term outdoor applica-

44

Extended options

Microtrace Molecular Taggants provide yes/no

tions, non-technical staff can determine if a part is

authentication as well as quantification to detect levels

genuine or not,” Wood says. “The time required would

of dilution and mix ratios. Their advantage is that they

only be a few minutes at most.” He adds that the

can be incorporated into plastics at trace levels. On the
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Right:
Microtrace
Microtaggant
identification
particles
measure
between 75 and
150 microns

down side, however, the reader required does not come

respond to an optical sensor via stimulation by defined

cheap.

light spectra. “We add the pigments in the form of a

Also available from the company are a variety of

masterbatch, either just dedicated to the anti-counter-

phosphors. Microtrace says it offers multiple levels of

feit function or also in combination with other additives

phosphors ranging from simple IR to visible responses,

and possibly colour too,” he says.

through inexpensive yes/no validation to fully optimised

Depending on the customer application, this

taggant and detector systems. Authentication is said to

response behaviour can be designed from a simple

be quick with inexpensive laser pens but, as the company

binary yes/no right through to a highly complex

points out, phosphor taggants are widely available and

individual ‘fingerprint.’ The detector, though, must be

understood so it is possible for them to be copied.

individually programmed for the specific security

Plastics Color Corporation says its MiBatch taggant

pigments used. Gabriel-Chemie also uses different

additive line offers a new level of customisation and

combinations of pigments to increase the security level,

security for customers. Once again, it employs micro-

Hannah adds.

scopic particles or spectral markers that are custom-

Sensors used in the system are manufactured by a

formulated for a specific product or product line. “The

partner company. They range from simple hand-held

taggants provide either an overt (visible), covert

mobile detectors that can be used for a yes/no detec-

(invisible), or a combination of both elements as an

tion, up to complex sensors that are connected to a

additive masterbatch or they can be supplied as a

PC-based statistical analysis software.

complete compound,” a company spokesperson says.
“Colour-shifting pigments and particles designed to

Polysecure is now well-established in the anti-counterfeiting additives arena and its products are used in

fluoresce under specific light wavelengths lend an

plastics and other materials. At the core of its marker

exclusive, distinguished visual property to plastic

technology are crystalline or ceramic powders equipped

components. Products such as high-end sunglasses or

with diverse security features. Typical is a characteristic

electronics cases can be given an unrivaled appearance

fluorescence, which can be measured manually or

that copycats will find nearly impossible to duplicate.

automated by small optical detectors (Polysecure’s

Covert taggants offer an added measure of security to

Brandproof series) and visualised by small laser

products in the form of a distinct, one-of-a-kind signa-

pointers. Alternatively, there can be a numerical

ture. This custom signature can be verified at any point

product code that is read out with mobile and lab-based

along the supply chain by UV or laser-detection devices,

x-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (XRF) or inductively-

which are offered through Plastics Color’s partners.” The

coupled-plasma mass-spectrometry (ICP-MS).

company claims that overt and covert properties can be
combined for an enhanced product signature.

A third alternative is a structural random “fingerprint” of the marker powder that is almost impossible to
be copied and which is correlated with logged samples.

Interest on the rise

The marker powders are said to be chemically quite

Gabriel-Chemie is a relatively new entrant into the

inert, practically insoluble and temperature stable up to

anti-counterfeiting field. Mark Hannah, responsible for

at least 1,000°C.

marketing, says the group has been experiencing

markers can also ensure that machines are equipped

Gabriel-Chemie solution works on the principle of a

with original parts and products. Furthermore, the new

‘Q&A’ methodology,” he says.

material markers can help to control recipes and

The system comprises special pigments dispersed in
a masterbatch. When mixed into a compound, they
46

“Beyond protection against counterfeits, Polysecure

increased interest over the last year or so. “The
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Right: A
Polysecure
detection
device. The

cost of mobile detectors which can precisely authenticate product markers and thus the marked original
products,” he says. Addressing this need, Polysecure
will introduce a new generation of low cost fluorescence

company says

detectors during 2017. Moesslein says these will be

it will launch a

priced below €100 while offering “more or less” the

low cost €100

functionality of detectors that today cost more than

device in 2017

€1,000.“This development was triggered by original
manufacturers of industrial products. Their goal is that
the authentication of their products becomes feasible
for thousands of technical personnel at their customers,” he says.

Recycling initiatives

landfilled or only used for lower-quality PET can be

While not stepping back from its anti-counterfeiting

used to create high-quality rPET (recycled polyethylene

activities, Polysecure has over the past two years been

terephthalate) resource streams,” say the project

concentrating more on the application of its technology

coordinators. “Further, the project will test a high-qual-

to tracer-based sorting (TBS) and recycling. Its aim it to

ity rPET waste stream as a resource for producing

develop a means of marking materials that are so

non-woven fibre materials for use in a wide variety of

similar that it is difficult or even impossible to separate

applications, such as automotive, personal hygiene,

with more conventional technologies.

bedding/furnishings and technical/industrial applica-

An example cited by CTO Martin Fahr is the EUsponsored Life Petcycle project, where the main

tions.”
Polysecure is also involved in the Rewindo project in

objective is to create novel upcycling routes for PET

Germany for recycling PVC windows, which often

bottles by the transfer of marker technology into the

combine parts made of unreinforced PVC (for aesthet-

waste management sector. Aside from Polysecure,

ics) and reinforced PVC (for strength). The company

other companies involved in the project include Procter

recently finished construction of what Moesslein claims

& Gamble and PolyOne.

to be the only industrial machine for tracer-based

The Life Petcycle technology introduces fluorescent

sorting for PVC windows. In this application area the

particles into the PET polymer to allow optical laser-

company has an exclusive cooperation with Tracing

based detection of the bottles in an automated high-

Technologies in France, a pioneer in tracer-based

speed sorting process. The idea is that it will enable the

sorting technology.

Below: Jars

use of more powerful and innovative detection and

containing

sorting systems that can identify and separate at source

have already been marked on a fully industrial basis.

fluorescent

selected bottles from mixed waste streams.

“Fundamental to TBS is that there is a sufficient

markers from
Polysecure

“The project will demonstrate how the sorting and
recycling of plastics that are currently incinerated,

According to Moesslein, thousands of tonnes of PVC

number of markers that can be excited to provide
reliable signals, which can be distinguished in milliseconds from other markers, from fluorescence of the host
materials and independent from pigments and other
additives in the host material,” he says. “TBS requires
harmonisation and then standardisation. It can then be
a very efficient sorting technology.”
Click on the links for more information:

❙ www.clariant.com
❙ www.sicpa.com
❙ www.teknorapex.com
❙ www.addmaster.co.uk
❙ www.microtracesolutions.com
❙ www.plasticscolor.com
❙ www.gabriel-chemie.com
❙ www.polysecure.eu
❙ www.tracingtechnologies.fr
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Responding to new and future regulatory developments that
will impact on the plastics supply chain including REACH
and food-contact legislation
CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD THE
REGISTRATION FORM

28 – 29 March 2017
Maritim Hotel,
Cologne, Germany
Organised by:

Media supporters:

SPECIAL OFFER: Save €200 if you register before 13th January 2017

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION
P L A S T I C S

R E G U L A T I O N S

2 0 1 7

Tuesday 28th March 2017

Wednesday 29th March 2017

08.00
09.00

08.30
09.00

Registration and welcome coffee
Opening announcements

SESSION 1 - INTRODUCTION
09.10

Towards smarter regulations for plastics
Dr. Leonor Garcia, Director Public Affairs Department,
PLASTICSEUROPE, Belgium

SESSION 5 - PLASTICS RECYCLING REGULATIONS AND THE VALUE CHAIN
09.10

SESSION 2 - REACH REGULATIONS AND THE PLASTICS SUPPLY CHAIN
09.40

10.10

REACH – legal and practical challenges within the
polymer supply chain
Mr. Martin Ahlhaus, Lawyer/Associated Partner,
NOERR LLP, Germany
REACH: your role and responsibilities in the supply chain
Dr. Isla Mathieson, Senior Regulatory Manager, REACH,
TSGE CONSULTING, United Kingdom

09.40

The historical development of regulations dealing with
food contact plastics
Dr. Andreas Tschech, Director,
WTCONSULTING GmbH, Switzerland

10.10

Doing business globally - comparing food contact regulations
across established and new markets (EU, USA, Canada, China,
South Korea, Japan, MERCOSUR & ASEAN countries)
Dr. Ioan Paraschiv, Regulatory Affairs Manager,
DR. KNOELL NL B.V., Netherlands

SESSION 3 - TREATMENT OF CHEMICALS AND POLYMERS UNDER REACH

11.50

Plastics and chemical restrictions - how the chemical 		
restrictions imposed under the REACH regulations,
and other chemical legislation, affect plastics
Mr. Lucas Bergkamp, Partner,
HUNTON & WILLIAMS, Belgium
Avoiding regrettable chemical substitutions –
a methodology to assess flame re-tardants and
phthalate replacements
Mr. Hans Wendschlag, EMEA Social & Environmental
Program Manager,
HP Inc., Sweden

10.40-11.20 Morning coffee
SESSION 7 - DEVELOPMENTS IN FOOD CONTACT MATERIAL REGULATIONS
11.20

SABIC’s view on the assessment of NIAS as basis for value
chain collaboration
Mr. Marcel Bosma, Regulatory Expert,
SABIC, Netherlands

11.50

Bisphenol A in food contact applications: safety evaluation
and regulatory status
Ms. Jasmin Bird, Member of the Polycarbonate /
Bisphenol A industry group,
PLASTICSEUROPE, Belgium

12.20-13.50 Lunch
13.50

14.20

Update on the EU regulation of nanomaterials affecting
the plastics industry
Dr. Anna Gergely, Director, EHS Regulatory,
STEPTOE & JOHNSON LLP, Belgium
Achieving compliance – treatment of polymers under REACH
Mr. Michael Penman, Managing Director,
PENMAN CONSULTING BVBA, Belgium

12.20-13.50 Lunch
13.50

Testing for European food contact regulations - including
migration testing and NIAS
Mr. David Eaves, Intertek Regulatory Consultant,
ITS TESTING SERVICES UK Ltd., United Kingdom

14.20

Thermally purified carbons for food contact applications –
a case study on compliance
Mr. Rijo Jacob Robin, Application Engineer,
SUPERIOR GRAPHITE DEUTSCHLAND GmbH, Germany

14.50-15.30 Afternoon tea
SESSION 4 - COMMUNICATIONS, DATA SHARING AND REACH
AUTHORISATION
15.30

Communication is key to chemical safety within the supply
chain as part of REACH compliance
Ms. Laura Portugal, REACH Issue Manager,
DUCC – DOWNSTREAM USERS OF CHEMICALS
COORDINATION GROUP, Belgium

16.00

REACH data sharing rules
Mr. Claudio Mereu, Joint Managing Partner,
FIELDFISHER (BELGIUM) LLP, Belgium

16.30

What does REACH authorisation have in store for SVHC
users in the plastics industry?
Mr. Richard Dubourg, Director,
THE ECONOMICS INTERFACE LIMITED, United Kingdom

17.00

Networking Cocktail Reception

The new European legislation for plastics and plastic recycling
and their consequences for the plastic value chain
Mr. Joachim Quoden, Managing Director,
EXPRA – EXTENDED PRODUCER RESPONSIBILITY ALLIANCE,
Belgium

SESSION 6 - OVERVIEW OF FOOD CONTACT MATERIAL REGULATIONS

10.40-11.20 Morning coffee

11.20

Registration and welcome coffee
Opening announcements

14.50-15.30 Lunch
SESSION 8 - WHAT’S IN STORE FOR PRINTING INKS AND BIOCIDES
15.30

How printing inks help to comply
Dr. Bernhard Fritz, European Product Manager,
SUN CHEMICAL, Germany

16.00

Regulatory updates with regards to the use of
biocides in plastics
Mrs. Maud Grunchard, OF Counsel,
FIELDFISHER, Belgium

16.30

Conference ends

AMI reserves the right to alter the programme without notice.
The latest programme including any new speakers or changes to
schedules can be viewed on our website www.amiconferences.com

Cables
2017
The international conference and exhibition for polymers in wire & cable

7-9 March 2017
Maritim Hotel,
Cologne, Germany

CLICK HERE
FOR DETAILS

HEADLINE SPONSOR

Organised by:
Applied Market
Information Ltd.

Also sponsored by:

Media supporters:

SPECIAL OFFER: Save €200 if you register before 9th December 2016
Laura Richardt – Conference Organiser lr@amiplastics.com Ph: +44(0)117 314 8111 Fax: +44(0)117 311 1534

Laboratory compounders | machinery

Scaled-down versions of commercial compounders and laboratorysized benchtop machines can help product development and process
optimisation. Jennifer Markarian reviews the latest introductions

Developments in
the laboratory
Laboratory compounding extruders are a useful

that continuous mixers with counter-rotating and

addition to a commercial compounding operation. They

non-intermeshing rotors are a good alternative to

play an obvious part in any operation that is expanding

twin-screw extruders for compounds and masterbatch-

its product lines and needs to do a significant amount of

es with high filler loadings, abrasive (high wear)

product and process development. They can also pay

materials, and temperature-sensitive materials that

dividends for those that want to experiment with

require intensive mixing while maintaining low process-

making existing processes more efficient - having a

ing temperatures. As it is a two-stage machine (unlike a

laboratory capability in-house can make it so much

twin-screw extruder), the output rate of the extruder is

easier to schedule experiments. In addition, laboratory

independent of mixing. The laboratory machine also

or small-diameter twin-screw extruders (TSE) can be

has the same fully functioning orifice as the production-

used for small commercial production runs, which can

sized machines to control fill level, which regulates the

be a real benefit in an industry facing increasing calls

specific energy input to the material.

for short lead time deliveries and smaller lot sizes. This
article takes a look at some of the latest equipment

Continuous development

developments.

The CPeX unit is designed for feasibility studies and

At K2016 Farrel Pomini launched a laboratory

other laboratory work and is targeted for rates of 10-30

version of its compounding system (a continuous mixer

kg/hr. “Previously, our smallest continuous mixer was

that discharges into a single-screw extruder for

the CP125 (125 kg/h), which was too high a rate for

pelletising). CPeX, the Laboratory Compact Processor,

product development in some cases,” says Lloyd. The

is a miniature version of the company’s production-

CPeX is said to be particularly useful for training

scale mixer and is the smallest in the company’s range.

centres and universities. While the laboratory CPeX is

Paul Lloyd, Business Director at Farrel Pomini, explains

not designed for scale-up studies, scale-up from the
CP125 to the larger continuous mixers is
straight-forward, the company says.
The CPeX is uniquely designed to allow

Left: The ZE 28
BluePower

interchangeability between Farrel’s

laboratory

standard CP rotor and its CPXL rotor, which

extruder from

has a longer ratio (10:1) and offers tighter

KraussMaffei

temperature control and increased

Berstorff is

residence time. “These two rotor configura-

designed for

tions each have benefits and now they can be

development

compared side by side for a given material,”

and small scale

says Lloyd. While most customers use
the standard format, he says

production
work

this comparative capability will
allow them to better determine
when the CPXL rotor would be
beneficial.
The CPeX uses a single-screw,
www.compoundingworld.com 
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Right: The

flex-wall volumetric feeder and it can accept full-size

CPeX from

pellets as well as other materials. Both the feeder and

Farrel Pomini

the mixer are preconfigured with integrated wiring and

is a scaleddown version of
its production
continuous
mixer equipment

piping for “connect and go” operation, says the
company. The PLC-based control system and touchscreen HMI are designed to be easy to use. A supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) function,
which enhances analysis and recipe building, is
included in the laboratory machine - it is an option on
production-scale machines.
The CPeX system will be available for worldwide
shipment in late Q1 2017. North American customers
will be able to see the machine at Farrel Pomini’s
recently completed new US headquarter facility at
Ansonia, Connecticut. The purpose-built facility is
located a few miles from the company’s previous
headquarters, which had been its home for more than

With its 28mm diameter screws and motor/gear

100 years. “Moving to a new facility has allowed the

combination rated for high torque density, the new

study and re-working of our machine assembly areas

extruder’s output rate can be increased by up to 43%

and processes, which can now be configured exactly in

with torque-limited processes and up to 70% for

line with the requirements of building the Continuous

volume-limited processes compared to the company’s

Mixer and Compact Processor products. For instance,

earlier 25mm laboratory TSE. The ZE 28 offers a screw

the assembly floor has been designed to minimise

speed of up to 1,200 rpm and is designed for output

movements and streamline testing of machines, a

rates between 20 and 200 kg/h. A process running on

major inefficiency in our previous machine assembly,”

the ZE 28 can be easily scaled up to a larger-scale ZE

says Lloyd. The facility also houses customer demon-

BluePower TSE, says the company.

stration and R&D facilities.

“The new machine is of particular interest to
compounding operations that are increasingly confronted

Below:

Designed for R&D

with ever-greater product variety accompanied by

KraussMaffei

KraussMaffei Berstorff introduced its ZE 28 BluePower

ever-smaller batches,” says Peter Roos, President of the

Berstorff says

laboratory extruder at K2016. Using the same design as

Extrusion Technology Segment and the KraussMaffei

its new ZE 28

the larger machines in the ZE BluePower series, the

Berstorff brand. Roos says that the new machine’s

BluePower lab

28mm twin-screw extruder has a diameter ratio (Do/Di)

features meet the market need for overall equipment

compounder is

of 1.65 for a large free volume, and includes 4D and 6D

efficiency, including energy efficiency, cost-effectiveness,

designed for

housing elements and pressed-in liners for wear

equipment availability, performance and product quality.

flexible small

protection. The laboratory extruder is designed for

batch operation

speed, productivity and efficiency in R&D applications,

side unit for lateral degassing (ZSA-E) that enhances

as well as expanding the process window for small-

reliability, particularly with tacky and tough compounds

batch production compared to the company’s existing

that tend to rise in a vertical degassing dome. A

UTX laboratory extruder.

twin-screw side feeder (ZSA-D) uses the UltraFeed

The new laboratory extruder features a twin-screw

design for feeding high filler levels. The UltraGlide
feature allows the filled screws and the drive block to
be removed backwards from the stationary processing
section for rapid inspection of the process and for
replacing screw elements without the need to disassemble the downstream equipment.
The new BPC Touch control panel has a clear menu
structure to guide the machine operator through the
process steps. It includes several security aspects. Each
operator is required to log in at the integrated transponders by RFID chip card to access assigned
functions and the control system completely records all
steps performed by the operator. The BPC Touch
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The natural
fire retardant
LKAB Minerals supply UltraCarb, produced from company owned deposits
of Hydromagnesite and Huntite, as a halogen-free mineral fire retardant
suitable for polymers and rubbers.
The addition of UltraCarb to your PP-, PE-, PVC- or rubber compound is a
sustainable solution to provide fire safety. Our UltraCarb product range is
available world wide.
Contact us or visit www.lkabminerals.com to learn more on how the unique
mineral properties add value to your polymers.

LKAB Minerals is an international industrial minerals group with a leading position in a number of product applications. We develop sustainable mineral solutions in partnership with our customers, supplying natural minerals engineered for functionality and usability. LKAB Minerals is part of the Swedish company LKAB, one of the world’s leading
producers of highly upgraded iron ore products. www.lkabminerals.com
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Right: MAS

machine control system, which is

duced a laboratory-sized

introduced the

available for ZE BluePower, ZE

conical, co-rotating lab

Mas 24 conical

UTX and ZE Basic twin-

twin screw
compounder at
K2016

twin-screw extruder at K2016 that

screw extruder series,

has an output in the range of 10 to

integrates with order and

35 kg/h. The compact MAS 24 Lab

production systems.

Extruder features 400mm long,

Germany’s Dr Collin, which

48mm diameter screws that

specialises in laboratory and

narrow down to 24 mm. A large

small-scale extruders, has

feed opening is designed to handle

introduced high-torque options

regrind, flaky material, and fine

for its twin-screw and

ground film or fibres while the

single-screw extruders to allow

variable screw speed, which is

better scale-up to production lines.

adjustable from 0 to 300 rpm,

Its 12mm to 45mm twin screws can also
be used in-line with a melt pump for direct

controls shear strength and melt
temperature, according to the company.

extrusion to downstream equipment.
Buss recently added a die-face pelletiser option to

Compounding on the benchtop

its MX-30 oscillating single-screw laboratory-scale

Benchtop extruders or microcompounders are

kneader. The pelletiser is said to be helpful for R&D work

designed for the smallest laboratory experiments.

on highly filled compounds, such as halogen-free flame

ThermoFisher Scientific has developed its next-gener-

retardant compounds, semi-conductive cable com-

ation Thermo Scientific Haake MiniLab II Micro-Com-

pounds and highly filled masterbatches, as well as PVC.

pounder for sample sizes of 5g or 7ml. The new

Maschinen-und Anlagenbau Schulz (MAS) intro-

machine includes an intuitive user interface for

Now you have another option for your Compounds!
Compounding System
SKW Four Flight & SJW Three Flight Co-kneader
Cable Compounds:
Ø HFFR
Ø XLPE
Ø Semi-conductive insulating
Ø Black sheathing

Masterbatches:
Ø High concentrated color MB
Ø Black & white MB
Ø High loaded filler MB
Ø Metal injection molding

Plastic Compounding Line Supplier for 25 Years.
Over 1800 Compounding Lines Running Worldwide.

Jiangsu Xinda Tech Limited
Kedan DU
kedan@xindacorp.com
www.xindacorp.com

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION

WWW.STEERWORLD.COM

90% of the pigment particle
size retained in these
compounded pellets!

Special eﬀect pigments processed with:

FUNCTIONALISE. OPTIMISE. ADVANCE.

CO-ROTATING TWIN
SCREW EXTRUDERS

PLANT
ENGINEERING

REPLACEMENT
PARTS

REFURBISHING
PROCESSING SECTION

To process special eﬀect pigments with advanced
Intelligent Compounding Technology, please contact;
STEER Global Contacts: India: Sunil Du , +(91) 99001 01518, sunil.du @steerworld.com | China: S. Prasanna Kumar, +(86) 135 856 05228 |
prasanna.kumar@steerworld.com | Japan: Kazuhiro Ushirokawa, +(81) 080 3012 9993, k-ushirokawa@steerjapan.com |
USA: Sean Doran, +(1) 231 357 1829, sdoran@steeramerica.com | Europe: Sija Ku an, +(44) 203 290 4949, sija.ku an@steerworld.com
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parameters obtained with The Process 11 are directly
scalable to the company’s larger-scale extruders, such
as the Thermo Scientific EuroLab 16 and Thermo
Scientific TSE MC 24.
At K 2016, the company introduced an optional sheet
die and chilled sheet take-off for the Process 11. The
sheet die provides a 30mm width with a flexible lip
height (maximum of 3 mm) and external heating up to
350°C. The chilled sheet take-off has an interchangeable two or three-roll setup and includes a self-adjusting wind-off for diameter compensation.

Putting plant to the test
Many extruder manufacturers operate plant lines where
customers and prospective customers can run trials to
The Process 11

standalone operation using a tablet computer, while a

test their materials on an extruder set-up. At the Buss

benchtop

new app is available for Apple iOS or Android devices

lab in Switzerland, for example, customers can run

compounding

that monitors relevant process parameters such as

trials on the Buss MX-30 laboratory extruder or larger

extruder from

torque, pressure, temperature and screw speed.

lines to test new recipes or to gain familiarity with the

ThermoFisher

The Micro-Compounder is typically used for

Buss Kneader. “Customers may want to enter new

handles

compounding expensive or small-scale materials. It is

markets with new materials, and they are sometimes

throughputs to

designed to record rheological properties , such as rela-

familiar with twin-screws but not our kneader technol-

2.5 kg/h

tive viscosity, to allow measurement of structural

ogy,” says Edgar von Gelhorn, Head of Process at Buss.

changes during compounding. A pneumatic force-feed-

Running a trial is a good way to exchange processing

er allows easy sample loading, and an integrated

knowledge and is a training opportunity, says von

bypass valve allows the sample to be recirculated in a

Gelhorn. Experiments can include changing the

slit-capillary backflow channel for a defined time

process, compounder, pelletising, and materials

period. A hinged barrel and fast cooling capacity allow

handling configurations. Sometimes a customer will

the user to “freeze” the compound and open the barrel

want to be sure that product specifications can be

for further examination. The compact system can be

attained with a specific configuration before purchasing

placed in a fume hood if needed to limit exposure to

the system, he adds.

hazardous materials.

US-based B&P Process Equipment has six pilotscale bays at its corporate headquarters and customer

Scalable processing

demonstration centre at Saginaw in Michigan for

Thermo Scientific also offers the Process 11 Bench-top

customers to test prior to purchasing new equipment.

Extruder for compounding applications in the range 20

Pilot-scale equipment includes a Series-2 and Series-6

g/h to 2.5 kg/h. This machine has touch-screen control,

TriVolution Compounder, corotating twin-screw

integrated feeder control, and a clamshell barrel design

extruders (15, 19, and 50mm), a plough mixer, and a

with a removable top half for easy cleaning. The process

pressure vessel plough mixer. Tests can be run

Entek develops a screw design program
Entek’s new screw design software program is designed to allow
customers to easily develop screw and barrel layouts for specific
applications. The program offers drag-and-drop functionality on all
components that customers need to specify - such as barrel
sections, screws and metallurgy - and includes automatic calculation of remaining space on the screw shafts. Safeguards prevent
placement of certain elements where they do not belong – for
example a kneading block in a vacuum section. The user can print
out a final diagram, including part names and numbers.

❙ http://screwdesign.entek.com
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GORILLA BELT, AUTOMATIC
SCREENCHANGER FOR PLASTIC
MATERIALS RECYCLING

Be the first to know
when we publish
a new edition,
plus updates on our
conferences and
useful links.
www.twitter.com/
plasticsworld

Cofit International S.r.l. - Via J.F. Kennedy 9 - 20023 Cerro Maggiore (MI) - Italy

Follow us on...

www.cofit.com
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Right: The
MX-30 extruder

side-by-side to compare twin-screws to the TriVolution,
says Alan Malott, Process Engineer and Product

from Buss is

Manager of Mixing Systems at B&P. “Questions include:

designed for

what size machine do I need; what is the best configu-

laboratoryscale development work

ration for an individual formulation; what is the best
configuration for multiple formulations; and what is the
maximum fill level? We like our customers to be
involved in the trial with everything from learning how
the machine operates and how we change configuration
to how the pelletising process works,” says Malott.
B&P also offers a rental lab unit, which is designed
for trials at the customer’s facility rather than at the
B&P facility. “This lets them test multiple formulations
and allows for a greater number of people to witness
the trials, compared to sending someone to our pilot
lab,” says Malott. “The equipment can be leased for as

grading screen, a spiral conveyor, suction conveying, a

long as required, which removes the time restraints of

bagging machine with scales and many other items

scheduling tests in our facility.”

(Feddem’s 26-mm laboratory-scale MTS extruder was

Feddem offers its FED 52 MTS twin-screw extruder
(with processing lengths of 32, 42, or 52 L/D) for

detailed in Compounding World’s December 2015 issue).
Coperion runs three Test Labs – in Stuttgart,

experimental use in its pilot plant. The system includes

Germany; Pitman, New Jersey (US); and in Nanjing,

up to up to thirteen metering feeders, three side

China—with a total of 30 compounding lines and

extruders, vacuum degassing, strand pelletising, a

systems available for testing. Both Coperion’s lab and

CLICK HERE
TO SUBMIT
YOUR PAPER

The international conference on the testing,
characterization and analysis of polymer
materials and products

Speaking opportunities now available!
Following the success of the European conference, we are pleased to
announce the launch of Polymer Testing & Analysis 2017 in the USA.
This is your opportunity to present your latest discovery, innovation
or equipment in front of a highly targeted audience.
September 19-20, 2017
Pittsburgh Marriott City Center,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA
Organized by:
Applied Market
Information LLC

Media supporters:

Conferences

Conferences

BRINGING THE

PLASTICS INDUSTRY
The international conference on advances in LFT
materials, processing technologies and applications

TOGETHER

7 - 8 November 2017
Maritim Hotel,
Cologne, Germany
AMI is holding Long-Fibre Thermoplastics 2017, a new two-day
conference on LFT technologies and applications, on 7-8 November
2017 in Cologne, Germany. Leading experts will examine the latest
developments in materials, production techniques and end-use
applications which are driving growth in LFT composites.
The conference will cover advances in reinforcing fibres, coupling
agents and composites formulation, plus new developments in LFT
production and processing techniques designed to promote fibre
adhesion, retain fibre length, increase throughput and improve
finished part quality.
Long-Fibre Thermoplastics 2017 will provide the perfect forum to
discover new technologies, and market opportunities. Join leading
players from throughout the supply chain to explore the future of LFTs.

SAVE OVER

25%

If you register before
5th May 2017
Don't miss out on this
amazing offer!

If you would like further information about this important event please visit
our website: www.amiconferences.com or contact Kaja-Marie Beiswanger:

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION

Kaja-Marie Beiswanger
Conference Organiser

Organised by:
Applied Market
Information Ltd.

Tel: +44 (0) 117 314 8111
Email: kmb@amiplastics.com

GREAT
SPONSORSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE

Media supporters:
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quick-change couplers and screw shafts,” says Andy
Hoffman, Pilot Plant manager at Entek. If customers
need large quantities of compounded material, Entek
can refer them to toll compounders; Gala Industries, for
example, recently installed a 53mm Entek extruder
specifically for this purpose.
Entek also offers a 27mm TSE extruder for laboratory and small scale production. “Running small
batches on a smaller extruder will reduce the overall
scrap rate, thus improving efficiency. A smaller
machine is easier and faster to clean,” says Hoffman.
New Jersey, US-based Randcastle Extrusion
Systems provides laboratory compounding services
using its batch mixer and four single-screw compounders, which range in size from 30 g/h to approximately 13
Above: An

production-scale equipment are said to use the same

kg/h. The compounding equipment uses patented

internal view of

free volume and specific torque, so results gained on

extensional mixing devices that mix and disperse

the Coperion

lab equipment can be applied to production scale

without high shear and can be set up for direct extru-

Technical

machines. Laboratories for product quality analysis are

sion to downstream equipment, including cast and

Centre at

associated with each of the extrusion Test Labs. In

blown film, sheet, filament, strand, tubing, wire coating,

Stuttgart in

addition to the Test Labs, Coperion offers use of its

and extrusion coating, so that companies can test

Germany

simulation technology for optimising processes or

end-product properties. “Companies can use the lab

designing systems.

equipment to see if it works for their process and what

Dr Collin has two technical centers, one in Georgia in

the advantage is,” says Keith Luker, president of

the US and another in Ebersberg in Germany. The lab

Randcastle. Some now rely on Randcastle’s laboratory

and pilot-scale lines can run in direct extrusion to make

for R&D and even small-scale toll compounding. “Some

end products, such as films. The company says that,

companies have eliminated R&D, so we provide both the

while lab services are not the focus of its business, it

equipment and the expertise,” says Luker.

occasionally helps customers with product development
and emphasises that its global R&D team has the deep

Click on the links for more information:

experience needed to “guide customers from an idea to

❙ www.farrel-pomini.com
❙ www.kraussmaffeiberstorff.com
❙ www.drcollin.de
❙ www.busscorp.com
❙ www.mas-austria.com
❙ www.thermoscientific.com
❙ www.bpprocess.com
❙ www.feddem.com
❙ www.coperion.com
❙ www.entekextruders.com
❙ www.randcastle.com

a product.”
Entek’s Pilot Plant is used by potential customers to
see how the company’s newly introduced QC3 43mm
TSE can meet their compounding needs and by current
customers for assistance with processing a new product
or improving the process for an existing product. It is
also used by Entek itself for evaluating new extruder
components.
“The 43mm TSE is a great size for both small and
large batch compounding, with new features such as

Interchangeable blender offers flexibility
British Rema Process Equipment has

and abrasive products of varying

dedicated to a specific product or recipe

launched an Interchangeable Blender

densities and batch sizes.

can be used; the software will not allow

with a capacity of 5 to 100 litres that is

The blender base can be fitted with V

the blend to run if the correct blender

suitable for laboratory and small-scale

Cone, Double Cone, Ribbon, Octagonal

body is not installed. In addition, cross-

production.

and IBC blender bodies, which can be

contamination can be eliminated by

easily interchanged. An optional RFID

dedicating a single blender cone or

multiple granular products, dry powders

The equipment efficiently blends

system works with the controls package

section to an individual product.

and liquids into powders, including fragile

to ensure that only the correct body

❙ www.britishrema.com
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Polymer Testing
& Analysis 2017
The international conference on the testing, characterisation
and analysis of polymer materials and products
CLICK
HERE FOR
DETAILS

4-5 April 2017
Maritim Hotel,
Cologne, Germany
Organised by:

Media supporters:

SPECIAL OFFER: Save €200 if you register before 27th January 2017
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The international marketing, business and technical conference
for the thermoplastic concentrate industry
CLICK
HERE FOR
DETAILS

PLATINUM SPONSOR

January 24-26, 2017
Ft. Lauderdale Marriott Coral Springs Golf Resort,
Coral Springs, Florida, USA
Also Sponsored by:

Media supporters:

Organized by:

FINAL REMINDER – BOOK NOW
Stephanie Berchem – Conference Coordinator sb@amiplastics-na.com Ph: +1 610 478 0800 Fx: +1 610 478 0900
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Industry 4.0 | event preview

Looking ahead to Industry 4.0
Industry 4.0 - sometimes referred to as the fourth
Industrial Revolution or the beginning of the Smart
Factory - applies the power of the internet to manufacturing. For producers of plastic parts, it promises to be
a real game-changer, allowing every processing detail
to be attached to a component for immediate recall
from anywhere in the world at any time. The challenge
is to turn the vision into reality.
Industry 4.0 for Plastics Processors is a new
conference from Applied Market Information (AMI) that
brings together expert speakers to discuss how

Industry 4.0 applies the power of the
internet to manufacturing to create a
new generation of “smart” factories.
AMI’s Industry 4.0 for Plastics
Processors conference identifies
opportunities and challenges

Industry 4.0 techniques can be applied to plastics
processing, what manufacturers can hope to achieve,

present an overview of the challenges and opportunities

how data should be managed, and how production can

facing a digital transformation. Thomas Vorhauer, Head

be secured. The one-day event will take place on 7

of Industrie 4.0/IoT in Germany for digital services

March 2017 in Cologne, Germany, and will be an

provider Atos, will then give an insightful view of how

essential event for anyone considering an Industry 4.0

smart services can reduce costs and increase revenue.

manufacturing strategy. This article previews the event
and takes a look at the line up of expert speakers.

The next session takes a closer look at Industry 4.0
in action with a series of case studies demonstrating
how the Smart Factory goes far beyond connecting

Understanding Industry 4.0

items of production equipment and capturing produc-

The opening session of Industry 4.0 for Plastics

tion data. Denis Barrier, Product Manager for engi-

Processors aims to better understand the transformation required to move towards Industry 4.0 and the
Smart Factory. The day will be opened by Dr Oliver
Krause, Associate Director from leading international
management consulting firm Arthur D. Little, who will

neering firm Bosch Rexroth, will discuss whether

www.compoundingworld.com 

Industry 4.0 is in fact hype or reality and how people
are viewed as the key player within digital manufacturing. Mark Maas, Senior Manager Innovation Platforms
and Ventures at TE Connectivity, a leader in highly
December 2016 | COMPOUNDING WORLD
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Benefits for plastics
The third session will provide an opportunity for
delegates to find out about what Industry 4.0 means for
the plastics sector. Industry 4.0 consigns today’s
monitoring and fault diagnosis approach to manufacturing to history, replacing it with an environment within
which individual items of equipment become “selfaware” and have the capacity to not only detect but to
predict change and respond accordingly. It moves from
a focus on the product to the entire product life cycle.
Antonio Molina Coleto, Sales and Marketing Director
for customized IML systems company IML Solutions,
will look at intelligence applied to moulds and how
predictive maintenance can achieve zero downtime.
Benjamin Sutch, Chief Marketing Officer for global
plastics automations manufacturer Moretto, will aid
understanding of the benefits of Industry 4.0 in everyday
plastics processing. Stefan Hoppe, Global Vice Presi-

Speakers at Indsutry 4.0 for Plastic Processors include (top left to
bottom right) Atos Head of Industrie 4.0/IoT in Germany Thomas
Vorhauer, Bosch Rexroth Product Manager Denis Barrier, TE
Connectivity Senior Manager Innovation Platforms and Ventures Mark
Maas, IML Solutions Sales and Marketing Director Antonio Molina
Coleto, OPC Foundation Global Vice President Stefan Hoppe, and
Fraunhofer IOSB Head of Department ILT Dr-Ing Thomas Uslaender

dent of the OPC Foundation, will wrap up the session
with a presentation on OPC UA as a global standard for
industrial interoperability and how the plastics industry
needs to adopt the cloud. Hoppe has been the President
of the OPC Europe organisation since 2010 and the
catalyst for initiating liaisons with other industrial
consortiums, resulting in OPC working groups developing companion specifications for the organisation’s

engineered connectors and sensors, will talk about

respective information models.

smart connectivity as the building block for Internet of
Things (IoT). His goal at present is to drive business

Connecting and security

and technology incubation with a focus on automation

The final session of the conference will explore

that will increase energy efficiency, productivity, and

connectivity and security of Industry 4.0. Dr-Ing Thomas

convenience, and ultimately shape the future of

Uslaender, Head of Department ILT at Europe´s largest

factories, buildings or mass transportation systems.

research institute in the field of image acquisition,

Sven Wolf, Managing Director of Leistritz Extrusion-

processing and analysis Fraunhofer IOSB, will drill

stechnik, designers and manufacturers of customised

down into the details of architecture, standards and

extruders and turnkey extrusion lines for plastics

technologies. Susan Reiblein, an independent consul-

compounding, will conclude the session with a focus on

tant, will close the conference with a presentation

how to apply Industry 4.0 in real world plastics

covering protection of the intellectual asset in the digital

compounding operations.

manufacturing process.

About the conference

FOR PLASTICS PROCESSORS 2017

Organised by Applied Market Information and

businesses, as well as some of the potential

supported by Compounding World, Film and

challenges that must be faced. It will look at

Sheet Extrusion, Injection World and Pipe and
Profile Extrusion magazines, the Industry 4.0
for Plastics Processors conference is a special
one-day event taking place in Germany on 7
March 2017.
It brings together expert speakers to
examine the opportunities this new approach to
manufacturing offers to plastics manufacturing

how Smart Factory principles can be applied to
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Creating a “Smart Factory” - exploring potential and identifying key challenges
NEW DATE!

7 March 2017
Maritim Hotel, Cologne, Germany

existing manufacturing methods, as well as
how they may change the plastics processing
supply chain. For more information about
attending or exhibiting at the event, visit the
conference website or contact the conference
organiser, Emily Renshaw. Tel: +44 (0)117 314

Organised by:
Applied Market
Information Ltd.

Media Supporters:

8111; Email: er@amiplastics.com

Fax back to: +44 (0) 117 311 1534 or Email: er@amiplastics.com

www.compoundingworld.com
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Save USD230
Register before 16th December 2016
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21-22 March 2017,
Grand Copthorne Waterfront Hotel, Singapore

HEADLINE SPONSOR

MASTERBATCH ASIA 2017 will be the 13th international meeting for the
Asian masterbatch industry.
AMI’s Masterbatch Asia conference attracts delegates from all the
producing countries in the region, including most of the leading
masterbatch producers. This is your opportunity to meet with other
manufacturers, customers and suppliers to discuss the challenges facing
the industry today. Spread over two days the conference has a busy
programme which enables discussion on the major issues and challenges
facing the industry. In particular the conference looks at the way customer
needs are changing, resulting in the need for innovative new products,
companies refocusing their strategy and an improved understanding
of how to achieve improved profitability. The international nature of the
speakers and delegates also allows a full discussion on the wide range of
issues which will shape the future of the industry.
Organised by Applied Market Information, the global leaders in
consultancy and information services for the masterbatch and plastics
industry, Masterbatch Asia 2017 will once again provide the forum to
debate the industry in the region.

FIVE GOOD REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD ATTEND:
1. Key market papers will give you unrivalled information
on market size, growth and the global trends for
masterbatch and the plastics industry as a whole
2. Network with experts from the Asian masterbatch
industry
3. You will get to hear about some of the latest technical
developments in the use of additives and pigments
in masterbatch
4. Find out the latest technology developments in
masterbatch production to ensure you are achieving
maximum productivity and output
5. Benchmark your company’s performance and experience
against those of other leading players in the industry

After World War II, Japan Steel Works (JSW) turned its sophisticated
technologies and expertise to the task of meeting peacetime
needs. As a comprehensive materials-mechatronics enterprise,
it has developed technologies to meet society’s demands amid
changing times. The basis of this corporate value was monozukuri
(excellence in manufacturing), an essential element of JSW’s DNA
that has come to fruition in outstanding products.

EARLY BIRD REGISTRATION OFFER
Register before 16th December 2016 and pay USD1320 saving USD230
on the full price of USD1550. There are additional discounts for group
bookings. The registration fee includes attendance at all conference
sessions, the Networking Cocktail Reception, lunch and refreshment
breaks on both days and a set of conference proceedings.

EXHIBITION SPACE
Make it easy for the delegates to find you at this busy event with your
own table top exhibition space. Bring your own display stand, or just
use the space to have literature and samples available and ensure that
you make an impact. The table top exhibition will run throughout the
conference in the registration area and coffee lounge directly outside
the conference room.
The exhibition package includes 1 delegate place!
Space is limited so to avoid disappointment please register for this
service as soon as possible.

SPONSOR THIS EVENT
A variety of sponsorship opportunities are available at this conference
to help to promote and enhance your company’s products and
services to this highly targeted international audience. Contact the
Conference Hotline for further information.

HOTEL ACCOMMODATION
Delegates are responsible for arranging their own hotel
accommodation whilst attending the conference. AMI have reserved
a limited number of rooms for delegates at the Grand Copthorne
Waterfront Hotel, at the rate of S$250 (plus taxes) for a Superior room
and of S$280 (plus taxes) for a Deluxe room, including breakfast and
Wi-Fi. Please note that the above rates and conditions will expire on
Friday 17th February 2017 so please book early.
To make a reservation, please contact Ms. Sabrina Tan on:
Tel: + 65 6233 1301 Fax: +65 6233 1166
Email: grprsvns.gcw@millenniumhotels.com

CONFERENCE HOTLINE

CONFERENCE VENUE

Contact: Nicola Charlesworth, Conference Organiser
Tel: +44 (0) 117 314 8111
Fax: +44 (0) 117 311 1534
Email: nc@amiplastics.com
Twitter: @AMIconferences #attendAMI

Unravel a world of adventures in the dynamic city of Singapore,
bursting with culture, entertainment, cuisine and businesses,
Singapore presents the finest of East and West with a multitude of
possibilities for you to explore. Our centrally located conference
hotel is well positioned to take advantage of all that this modern
cosmopolitan city has to offer.

Turn page for booking details ➤
HEADLINE SPONSOR
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Tuesday 21st March 2017

Wednesday 22nd March 2017

09.00

Registration and welcome coffee

09.00

Registration and welcome coffee

10.00

Opening announcements

09.30

Opening announcements

INTRODUCTION
10.10

Outlook for the Asian plastics processing industry from
trade to end use demand
Mr. Andrew Reynolds, Research Director,
AMI CONSULTING, United Kingdom

INNOVATION FOR ADDING VALUE
10.40

11.10

A review of extrusion processing characteristics studied by
visualisation technique
Dr. Anthony C-Y Wong, Vice Chairman,
NGAI HING HONG COMPANY LIMITED, Hong Kong
Appearance research based on spectral tuneable
lighting systems
Mr. Binyu Wang, Operation Manager & Co-Founder,
THOUSAND LIGHTS LIGHTING (CHANGZHOU) LIMITED, China

11.40 - 12.20 Morning coffee

PRIMARY PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY CONT.
09.40

NIC - Special kneading barrel for significantly improved
kneading capability
Mr. Tadayuki Okubo, Process Engineer,
THE JAPAN STEEL WORKS Ltd., Japan

10.10

Converting melt to masterbatch – with support from a
strong group of technology suppliers
Mr. Harald Zang, Managing Director,
MAAG AUTOMATIK GmbH, Germany

10.40

Novel online inspection and sorting system provides
customised camera options for process optimisation in the
masterbatch industry
Mr. Holger Lieder, Sales Director,
SIKORA AG, Germany

11.10 - 11.50 Morning coffee
11.50

PIGMENTS & ADDITIVES
12.20

12.50

13.20

Advancements in taggant technology for security and
brand protection
Mr. Gordon E. Price, Technical Manager PM-P Plastics,
MERCK KGaA, Germany

12.20

Pearlescent pigment in masterbatch application
Mr. Paul Cao, R&D Director,
FUJIAN KUNCAI MATERIAL TECHNOLOGY Co., Ltd., China

12.50 - 14.20 Lunch

Pure zinc sulphide white pigments – where titanium
dioxide throws in the towel
Dr. Jörg Hocken, Global Application Manager Plastics,
HUNTSMAN P&A GERMANY GmbH, Germany

13.50 - 15.20 Lunch
15.20

15.50

Designing and operating feeding systems for hard-tohandle ingredients
Mr. Michele Fona, Area Sales Manager,
PENTA S.r.l., Italy

The value of opacity from titanium dioxide
Mr. Chase Lin, Plastics Technical Marketing Manager,
THE CHEMOURS (TAIWAN) COMPANY, Taiwan
Latest development of stabilization systems for the fibers &
tapes industry
Ms. Bee-Suan Chua, Technical Business Development,
Innovation and Technology Center, Asia Pacific,
BASF SOUTH EAST ASIA Pte. Ltd., Singapore

16.20 - 17.00 Afternoon Tea

BUSINESS FORUM
Olefins landscape – price & availability trends in Asia
Ms. Pamela Sumayao, Associate Editor,
S&P GLOBAL PLATTS, Singapore

14.20

PET masterbatch and resin developments
Mr. Rajesh Kumar Gera, Assistant Vice
President - Business Development,
RELIANCE INDUSTRIES LIMITED - PET DIVISION, India

14.50

Status and future of the Asian masterbatch industry
Mr. Andrew Reynolds, Research Director,
AMI CONSULTING, United Kingdom

15.20

Concluding Summary

15.50

Afternoon tea and conference ends

Conference lanyard sponsored by:

Become an official event sponsor to add your
logo here and on the cover.
Packages available from just USD2000

PRIMARY PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY
17.00

Additive masterbatches – processing magic powders on
twin screws
Mr. Sebastian Fraas, Head of Process Technology,
LEISTRITZ EXTRUSIONSTECHNIK GmbH, Germany

17.30

Improved production of organic pigment masterbatch
Mr. Robert Roden, Associate Vice President for STEER America
and Global Head for Manufacturing Technology,
STEER ENGINEERING Pvt. Ltd., India

18.00

Concluding Summary

18.15

Networking Cocktail Reception

AMI reserves the right to alter the programme without notice.
The latest programme including any new speakers or changes to
schedules can be viewed on our website www.amiconferences.com

Click here for a PDF of the brochure

PLEASE PRINT OUT FORM AND COMPLETE IN BLOCK CAPITALS

REGISTRATION FORM
Company: ____________________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
Country: _______________________________________________________
Tel: ____________________________ Fax:____________________________
VAT No.: __________________________________________________
(Must be completed by all EU Companies)

Company activity: ______________________________________________

MASTERBATCH ASIA 2017

CONFERENCE INFORMATION

Date and location
21-22 March 2017						
Grand Copthorne Waterfront Hotel				
392 Havelock Road
Singapore, 169663
Tel: +65 6733 0880
Fax: + 65 6737 8880
Registration fee
The registration fee includes attendance at all conference sessions, the
Networking Cocktail Reception, lunch, refreshment breaks and a set of
conference proceedings.

Purchase order No. (if applicable): ___________________________________

• Early bird registration: Register before 16th December 2016 for only

Invoice address (if different from above): ____________________________

• Group

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

DELEGATE DETAILS

If more than one delegate please photocopy form

Title: Mr/Mrs/Dr/Other
First name:
Surname:

USD1320. Thereafter the cost is USD1550.

rates: For companies wishing to register two or more
delegates, group discounts are available. Please contact the
Conference Organiser for more details. (Please note to qualify
for the group discount delegates must be booked at the same
time, otherwise additional delegates may be charged at full price.)

Table top exhibition
A limited number of table top exhibition spaces are available in the
registration area and coffee lounge directly outside the conference room.
The table top exhibition fee is excellent value for money and includes 1
delegate place. Exhibitors may either use tables provided by the hotel or
bring their own stand or display.
Sponsor this event
A variety of sponsorship opportunities are available at this event that can
help to promote and enhance your company’s products and services to
this highly targeted international audience. For further information, please
contact the Conference Organiser on: +44 (0) 117 314 8111.

Position:
Email:
Special dietary requirements:
Signature: ________________________ Date: ________________________

PAYMENT DETAILS

Please tick box and write amount:
q Early bird admission fee:
			(Until 16th December 2016)

USD1320 _________

q Admission fee thereafter:

USD1550 _________

Table top exhibition package
q		
			(includes 1 delegate place)

USD2500 _________

Total:

• Networking Cocktail Reception: A networking cocktail reception will

be held on the first evening. This offers an excellent opportunity for
delegates to meet with speakers and other colleagues. All delegates are
invited to attend and admission is included in the delegate fee.

All payments to be made in USD

				

Social events
The social events organised for Masterbatch Asia 2017 will provide an ideal
setting for delegates and speakers to mix business with pleasure.

_________

METHOD OF PAYMENT DETAILS
You will be sent an invoice in 7-14 working days.
q Bank transfer quoting: ‘‘Your Invoice and A/C No. or ‘Applied Market
Information Ltd. - Masterbatch Asia 2017’ to: National Westminster Bank Plc.

Hotel accommodation
Delegates are responsible for arranging their own hotel accommodation
whilst attending the conference. AMI have reserved a limited number of
rooms for delegates at the Grand Copthorne Waterfront Hotel, at the rate of
S$250 (plus taxes) for a Superior room and of S$280 (plus taxes) for a Deluxe
room, including breakfast and Wi-Fi. Please note that the above rates and
conditions will expire on Friday 17th February 2017 so please book early.
To make a reservation, please contact Ms. Sabrina Tan on:
Tel: + 65 6233 1301 Fax: +65 6233 1166
Email: grprsvns.gcw@millenniumhotels.com
Cancellations
Full refunds, less a cancellation charge of USD300 will only be made on
cancellations received prior to 17th February 2017. Thereafter we regret that
no refunds can be made. Delegates may be substituted at any time. Please
note that refunds will not be given on table top bookings or sponsorship
packages at any time.

Thornbury Branch, 16 The Plain, Thornbury, Bristol, BS99 5HD

Account number: 140 01 03420760
Bank No. 55 61 38
IBAN: GB62 NWBK 6073 0103 420760 SWIFT: NWBKGB2L
q Pay by Credit Card
We accept: Visa / Mastercard / Maestro/ JCB
Please provide your contact details and we will send you a link to a secure
payment gateway via email.
Name:

CONFERENCE HOTLINE
NICOLA CHARLESWORTH, CONFERENCE ORGANISER
Applied Market Information Ltd.
6 Pritchard Street, Bristol, BS2 8RH, United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 117 314 8111 Fax: +44 (0) 117 311 1534
Email: nc@amiplastics.com
Twitter: @AMIconferences #attendAMI
The latest programme, including any new speakers or changes to the
schedule can be viewed on our website: www.amiconferences.com

Email:

Fax back to: +44 (0) 117 311 1534 or Email: nc@amiplastics.com
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K2016: more
from the show

More than 230,000 people visited the K2016 trade show
in Dusseldorf in October. While the plastics industry

In the second part of our K2016 show
review we take a look at some of the
new material and machinery product
introductions

won’t return to the Dusseldorf showground for another
three years (dates for the next K have been set for 16-23

Material introductions

October 2019), activity at the venue has not stopped.

Addivant used K 2016 to launch a range of new

Fairground organiser Messe Dusseldorf has announced

antioxidants and stabilisers aimed at specific applica-

a €140m investment at the site that will see its South

tions, including cable production, flame retardant

Entrance completely rebuilt and the replacement of the

expanded PS, and polyolefin processing.

current Hall 1 and Hall 2.
The South Entrance, which faces the Rhine, will get a

Lowinox Fast XL is a liquid antioxidant developed for
the production of medium- and high-voltage cross-

7,800m2 20m high glazed canopy that will connect to the

linked polyethylene (XLPE) cables. Addivant says it has

existing CCD congress centre. The new Hall 1 will

been developed to provide an optimal balance between

occupy the space currently taken by Halls 1 and 2 and

scorch protection and cross-linking rates to enable

will offer 12,000m2 of floor space. It will connect to the

cable manufacturers to increase line speeds without

South Entrance via a covered bridge – appreciated if the

compromising quality or reliability.

2019 event sees similar weather to 2016.
Construction work at the showground will start in

Another new Lowinox grade – XPS 162 – has been
developed for extruded polystyrene produced using

May 2017 after the Interpack show and will be com-

polymeric flame retardants in place of HBCD, which is

pleted by summer 2019, according to Messe Dusseldorf.

being phased out. Addivant says that the HBCD

We’ll keep you informed on progress. But for now, back

replacements can impact the colour of the XPS if used

to this year’s event.

with existing antioxidants. Lowinox XPS 162 delivers

We previewed the exhibition in our September and
October editions and took a look at some of the top
news from the show in our November edition. This

better stabilisation, while minimising colour shifts and
maintaining foamability, claims the company.
Ultranox 800 is a new stabiliser aimed at polypropyl-

month we round out our coverage with some of the

ene processors, particularly those incorporating high

latest material and equipment introductions.

levels of regrind. The latter can negatively impact the

www.compoundingworld.com 
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elimination of secondary antioxidant phosphites while
maintaining or improving resin properties through
multiple heat histories.
The Baeropol RST technology is also being offered in
the form of preformulated one-packs for the economic
stabilisation of recycled polyethylene or recycled
polypropylene. These Baeropol T-Blends include
traditional stabilisers along with RST to provide
high-performance levels for price-sensitive reprocessing markets.
The blends, which contain both primary and secondary antioxidants, have been formulated to optimise
rheology and colour stability during multiple passes
through an extruder, explains Dr Robert Sherman,
Above:

colour and melt stability of the resin. Ultranox 800 has

Global Technology Leader for RST with Baerlocher USA.

Addivant’s

been developed to deliver improved MFR retention and

❙ www.baerlocher.com

Lowinox Fast

reduced discoloration, combined with increased

XL is a liquid

regrind usage.

antioxidant for

Addivant also highlighted the latest developments in

Bruggolen TP-H1606 is a new low halogen content
copper complex-based heat stabiliser for polyamides

the production

its Weston 705, which it describes as a clean and safe

from Brüggemann Chemical, which is claimed to

of XLPE cables

drop-in nonylphenol-free liquid antioxidant for polyeth-

provide a significant increase in long-term service life

ylene food packaging. Launched three years ago, the

compared to conventional sterically hindered phenols

additive is now undergoing commercial trials and

and phosphite blends at temperatures up to 150°C.

testing with more than 15 companies. To meet growing

The company claims that an unreinforced PA 66

demand, Addivant is investing to increase production

stabilised with 0.5 % of TP-H1606 will display a half-life

capacity of Weston 705 by more than 200% at its

of elongation at break of over 2,000h after ageing at

Morgantown facility in West Virginia.

120°C. The new product is also colour-neutral (even after

❙ www.addivant.com

conditioning), making it suitable for use in natural-coloured products or lighter shades, and does not have a

Arkema announced two new additions to its line of

negative impact on comparative tracking index (CTI).

impact modifiers for polyamide resins. Orevac IM300 is

❙ www.brueggemann.com

intended for use with high fluidity PA polymers and
IM800 for PA formulations requiring high impact

Clariant launched a range of new AddWorks additive

resistance at low temperatures. The company also

products at K 2016, targeting specific applications in the

announced three new additions to its Lotader product

automotive, agricultural film and food packaging

line. Lotader AX8700, AX8570 and AX8930 are claimed

markets.

to improve the processing of PET, PBT, PPS and
PC-based compounds without compromising mechani-

AddWorks ATR 146 is a new light and heat shield for
automotive interior plastics that is designed to deliver

cal performance or impact resistance.
Right: Clariant

Also new for the show was Pebax Clear 1200 block

launched new

amide thermoplastic polyester. Offering a flexural

AddWorks

modulus of 1,200 MPa and, as the name suggests,

additive
solutions at
K 2016

transparency, the new grade provides new opportunities
to designers in terms of colouration and back decoration. The company says the Clear 1200 grade shares the
same low density and good snap-back performance as
other Pebax products.

❙ www.arkema.com
Baerlocher revealed new additive products that have
been developed specifically to stabilise recycled
plastics. They include its Baeropol RST oleochemicalbased antioxidants, which allow for the reduction or
72
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Right: Specialty
automotive

2016

improved durability and low VOCs. The sulphur-free
solution is claimed to provide superior light and heat

grades will be

stabilisation in filled PP compounds. Clariant says that

a key focus for

it successfully passes the heat ageing standard test of

ELIX in the US

no surface cracking after 700 hours at 150°C at low
dosage levels and with minimal VOC emissions.
Targeted at agricultural applications, AddWorks AGC
102 has been developed to extend the service life of
greenhouse films and to optimise light transmission in
order to promote the growth of UV-sensitive flower
crops. Films based on AddWorks AGC 102 and its
food-crop counterpart AddWorks AGC 104 are said to
perform well even in the presence of a high concentration of agrochemicals.
Clariant also used K 2016 to launch AddWorks PKG

Spanish ABS producer ELIX Polymers said it was

902, which is aimed at food packaging applications. It

moving ahead with plans to expand its presence in the

allows polyolefin film producers to incorporate higher

US, where it sees opportunities to sell its specialty

amounts of recycled resin in their products, resulting in

products.

significant raw material cost savings. According to the

ELIX Business Director Carlos Müller said Americas

company, it enables the material to withstand high line

Business Manager Gerhald Claussen now has a team of

speeds, maintaining film quality with reduced break-

three in place: a regional account manager in Ohio,

ages and significant gel and black spot reduction.

business development specialist in Chicago and an

The fourth new addition to the range is AddWorks
LXR 568, a high-performance process stabiliser that

account manager in Mexico. The new sales team is
supported by local warehousing in New Jersey.

has been formulated to deliver high levels of colour and

“We already have some sales in the US, 200 tonnes a

melt flow protection with good resistance to hydrolysis.

year or so in special grades. Our target is to grow this to

It can be used in a variety of end-use applications

a few thousand tonnes very quickly,” he said. “We see

including packaging films.

the markets in the US similar to Europe: quite mature,

❙ www.clariant.com

not a lot of growth. But we think we have as good a
chance their as any of our competitors.”

Covestro said it has developed a new heat resistant

Müller said the early focus will be on US companies

blend of copolycarbonate and ABS for production of

already in contact with European companies and those

demanding plated automotive parts such as exhaust

seeking speciality compounds, such as the Ultra HH

trims. Part of a project undertaken with German

4115 HI ABS/PC blend it announced at the show. This is

processor Gerhardi Kunststofftechnik, a specialist in

claimed to provide a 5% density reduction with improved

Below: Apec

production of plated plastics, the Apec 150 PG grade

processing and paintability.

150 PG is a heat

offers a Vicat B softening temperature of 146°C, around

resistant

35°C above that of current electroplatable PC/ABS

sales. Müller said the company, which generated

platable PC/

blends. The trial part weighs 50% less than a metal

revenues of close to €180m last year, did not have plans

ABS blend from

alternative and offers more styling options. Prototypes

at this stage to compound in the US but added that

Covestro

are currently undergoing road trials.

could be an option for the long term.

❙ www.covestro.com

❙ www.elix-polymers.com

Specialty compounds make up around 50% of ELIX

EMS-Grivory introduced a new Grivory HT PPA product
line that it says has considerably increased temperature performance. The new grades are intended for
application areas where PPA reaches it limits in terms
of mechanical loading. Although offering the same
melting point as the current Grivory HT1 (325°C) grade,
the new product line offers a 50% improvement in
E-modulus at 140°C and a 50°C increase in heat
distortion temperature to 250°C.
The family includes four basic grades, available with
74
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Right: Grivory

either 40 or 50% glass fibre reinforcement and the

HT1 is a new

choice of organic or inorganic stabilisers. Potential

PPA from

target applications include automotive clutch and gear

EMS-Grivory

components as well as structural parts and supporting

for high heat

brackets in the engine compartment.

applications

The company also introduced Grivory G5V, which
offers a modulus of elasticity in the conditioned state at
80°C around 40% higher than that of the existing Grivory
GV product and reduced water uptake. Two 50% glass
reinforced grades are offered with focus applications
including automotive interior parts requiring temperature resistance at up to 80 or 100°C.
Also new is Grivory G6VX-AP (Advanced Perfor-

out: an award winning brake pedal for the Porsche

mance), described as a new generation of high-perfor-

Panamera and a new air filter support system for Daim-

mance polyamides for high precision components. The

ler trucks.

products are said to be characterised by very high

Developed by BOGE Elastmetall and used on the

stiffness and impact strength as well as high dimen-

Panamera and the Bentley Continental cars, the brake

sional stability. Target applications include thin-walled

pedal was a winner of the Body Interior category in the

structural frames for portable electronics.

SPE Automotive Awards. Comprised of a Tepex

❙ www.emsgrivory.com

multi-axial continuous fibre reinforced thermoplastic
composite sheet overmoulded with Durethan BKV 60

Spain’s GCR Group said that the expansion programme

H2.0 60% glass reinforced PA6, the part weighs half

it initiated in the summer is on track and will be

that of a steel counterpart.

completed by the end of the year, lifting its annual

The part is manufactured using a one shot hybrid

production capacity for mineral filled masterbatches

moulding process that integrates the shaping of the

from 220,000 to 300,000 tonnes.

Tepex insert. “Thanks to the injection moulding process,

The company also presented the results of some of

numerous functions such as guides and contact

its latest development projects, including a develop-

surfaces for the pedal bracket can be integrated into

ment with film producer Kivo and converter CMD that

the component, which cuts costs. The component is

has resulted in a 19% reduction in Global Warming

also reinforced with ribs in areas subjected to high

Potential in refuse sack production. Incorporation of

stress,” said Ulrich Jecmeniza, an expert in lightweight

20% of its Granic 1522 CaCO3 masterbatch, which is

construction with Lanxess subsidiary Bond-Laminates,

based on Vistamaxx resins from ExxonMobil, in a

manufacturer of the Tepex sheet.

monolayer HDPE refuse sack film allowed Kivo to

The company also showed a new air filter carrier

downgauge from 18 to 15 microns, saving material and

developed by BBP Kunststoffwerk Marbach Baier for

processing energy.

Daimler Trucks and injection moulded in 50% glass

Aside from the environmental gains, the company

reinforced Durethan AKV 50 H2.0 PA66. The parts,

claims that the addition of Granic 1522 to an existing

which have to support a load of 7.9kg, weigh half as

HDPE resin formulation allows thinner film structures

much as the previous metal alternatives at just 2.9kg

to be used while enhancing dart impact strength.

and required the use of a complex tool with optimised

❙ www.gcrgroup.es

cooling. “The numerous cores in the mould required a
complex, contoured design of the cooling system,”

Composite technology – both continuous fibre
reinforced thermoplastic hybrids and short

explains Horst Hauke, President of BBP.

❙ www.lanxess.com

glass fibre reinforced compounds – features
heavily in the Lanxess display with two

Merck introduced its Thermaval range of high tempera-

transportation applications standing

ture pearlescent pigments, which offer thermal stability
at up to 1,100 °C. Primarily developed for applications

Right: A hybrid

in the ceramics sector, the company said its sees

thermoplastic

applications for the new pigments in high performance

composite brake pedal

plastics exposed to extended use periods at elevated

produced for Porsche

temperatures. Four temperature-stable effect

using Lanxess materials

pigments area available in the Thermaval series:
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waiting since then for the European Commission to add
the monomer to the EU 10/2011 permitted list, the final
step in the approval process that took place in September.
“We really underestimated the time it would take to
get approval,” he said. “Now we will be increasing our
efforts in marketing. We are not under the impression
that we will sell thousands of tonnes overnight but we
are in contact with a number of users.”
Akestra can be used in hot and cold food contact
applications. The transparent resin offers a Tg of up to
110°C and a deflection temperature under load up to
Above: MDI’s

Metallic Silver, Metallic Gold, Metallic Copper and

30°C above standard PET, making it suitable for use as

ECOBlack

Metallic Red. The company also showed examples from

a higher performance alternative to PET in thin wall

masterbatch is

its WAY series of high UV stability pigments, its latest

packaging or for PC in durable applications. It can also

made from

functional pigments for applications such as Laser

be used as a performance enhancer for recycled PET.

recycled

Direct Structuring and laser marking, plus the IM3D

Pricing is around €3.50 per kg.

carbon black

decoration technology that it is jointly marketing with

Potential applications for Akestra overlap with

PolyOne.

Eastman’s Tritan copolyester but Engberg said it is not

❙ www.merckgroup.com

an equivalent; key differences cited include higher
rigidity and gloss. Like the Eastman resin, however,

Modern Dispersions Inc (MDI) used K 2016 to introduce

Akestra is free of bisphenol-A (BPA); Engberg said that

its new ECOBlack masterbatches that have 100%

aspect will not feature in the company’s marketing.

recycled content. The carbon black comes from post-

Akestra monomer and polymer is manufactured in

consumer tyres, while the carrier material is recycled

Japan by Mitsubishi Gas Chemical at a 2,000 tonne/year

polyethylene. The reclaimed materials are sourced to

capacity plant using Perstorp feedstocks. Engberg said

deliver consistent high quality, according to MDI.

the long term plan is to take production to Europe but

The masterbatch costs 5-10% less than standard
grades, and it is aimed at price-sensitive commodity

that no decision on that had yet been made.

❙ www.perstorp.com

applications such as trash bags or flower pots, explains
Rene Collin, Strategic Accounts Manager at MDI.
The company also used K 2016 to introduce three

Machinery and equipment
Buss updated its MX 105 compounding line for process-

new blue-tone carbon black masterbatches for automo-

ing of highly filled or crosslinkable halogen-free flame

tive interior applications, such as door panels and

retardant (HFFR) cable compounds at throughputs of up

instrument panels. They have been optimised to provide

to 1,500 kg/h.

good aesthetics and avoid the brown tones that can be

The MX 105 is the mid-range model in the MX series.
It is available with a processing length of 15 or 22 L/D

automotive interiors demand higher jetness along with

and can be fitted with two or three feed hoppers. The

different undertones from a pigment masterbatch to

new version includes a revised reduction/stroke

match the overall interior scheme. The new blue-tone

gearbox that offers greater efficiency together with

masterbatches can be used in PE, PP and TPOs,

lower noise. The hinged process section now opens to

including soft touch materials.

120°, wider than previous versions to provide better

❙ www.moderndispersions.com

access for cleaning and maintenance.

s

created by standard products. MDI says that modern

Perstorp said its Akestra thermoplastic
Right: Buss
unveiled a new
version of its
MX105
compounding
extruder

copolyester, developed with Mitsubishi
Gas Chemical, has finally gained EU food
contact approval.
Akestra Product Manager David
Engberg said the company commenced
the approval process back in 2012 and
secured a positive recommendation for
the base PESG monomer used in the
resin from EFSA in 2014. It has been
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Creating a “Smart Factory” - exploring potential and identifying key challenges
NEW DATE!
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Maritim Hotel, Cologne, Germany

CLICK HERE
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Organised by:
Applied Market
Information Ltd.
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Right:
Moretto’s
Moisture Meter

2016

The redesigned, compact discharge

specification at an affordable price,

extruder now features an electrically
heated and air-cooled discharge screw

according to Coperion.

❙ www.coperion.com

is now avail-

rather than the previous oil heating

able globally

system. This improves both safety and

Dr Collin launched its new Polytest

operational reliability. A screen

product division at the show. The Polytest

changer can now also be retrofitted.

Line is designed to provide continuous

For processing semi-conductive

evaluation of extrusion and melt quality

compounds or carbon black master-

during production. It comprises three

batches, the discharge extruder can be

modules that can be used independently

replaced by a melt pump.

❙ www.busscorp.com

or together to provide rheological melt characterisation, optical film inspection, and mechanical film
testing. It offers real time control of melt viscosity with

Designed for polyolefin pellet production at rates of

MVR, iV-value or apparent viscosity, statistical error

60-70 tonnes/h, the UG 750W underwater pelletiser

detection of film gels and black spots, colour monitor-

from Coperion is a new addition to the line that features

ing, NIR detection of foreign polymers, and determina-

a new die plate material claimed to extend service life

tion of stress-strain values.

by up to 100%.
The NikroDur material, developed by Coperion in

The multi-inspection system can be used online at
the extruder or offline in the laboratory. “Our aim was

conjunction with DEW Deutsche Edelstahlwerke, is a

to develop and manufacture a compact, robust and cost

powder metallurgy grade offering at least 50% higher

efficient online measuring device. The modular design

wear resistance and 30% higher corrosion resistance

allows the adaptation of the measuring devices to the

than conventional ferro-titanate alternatives. It also

corresponding requirements of our customers,” said

provides a 20% lower thermal conductivity, which the

Collin CEO Dr Friedrich Kastner.

company says helps optimise temperature management of the plate.
The UG 750W is intended to bridge the gap between

An upstream melt pump provides the constant melt
flow for rheology characterisation, while an automatic
pressure filter test can be used to identify agglomer-

the company’s existing 55 tonnes/h UG750, which is

ates, insufficient dispersion of fillers, or contaminants.

very widely used in PE applications, and the much

An automatic screen changing system allows the filter

larger 82 tonnes/h UG1000 for throughputs of up to 82

test to process seven material samples successively

t/h. The new model is based on the UG750 design but

without stopping the system. In addition, an online

uses the extended cutting surface from the UG1000.

viscometer can be used for continuous monitoring of

Due to the wider cutting circle and optimised die hole

melt viscosity.

arrangement, it has been possible to increase the

❙ www.drcollin.de

number of holes in comparison with the UG750 by
around 27% to more than 5,700.
By using products from Coperion’s existing range,

Moretto used the show to announce global availability
of its Moisture Meter, an inline resin moisture meas-

compounders with a UG750 pelletiser that require an

urement tool that can be used with its own or third

increase in throughput can upgrade to the UG 750W

party equipment to maintain production quality and
reduce energy consumption.

Right:

The company said trials have now been running at

Coperion’s UG

customer sites for more than a year and the Moisture

750W pelletiser
uses a new
wear resistant

Meter is now ready for commercial sale. It was
demonstrated at the show on an injection moulding
machine producing medical parts.

steel to double

Moretto also launched the X-Comb Dryer, which has

service life

been developed specifically to meet the requirements of
the medical industry. Using Moretto’s OTX hopper
technology, the new unit is capable of achieving a
-52°C dew point and is said to be a high performance
unit suitable for low volume production with engineer-

❙ www.moretto.com
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CLOSING DOWN SALE

PLASTICS INFORMATION DIRECT BOOKSHOP

After 25 years of bringing you the latest and most comprehensive
plastics-related books, we’re closing our online bookstore to
explore new ventures, but still in the world of plastics!

Save 75% on ALL books at
www.pidbooks.com
Includes recently published books as well as “hard-to-find”
specialist textbooks, classic reference works and older editions.

Enter voucher code 75CLOSE at
checkout to claim your 75% discount
This offer is on a first come, first served basis. Once stock is gone, it’s gone.
In some cases, we only have 1 copy of certain titles. Postage rates will be added.
Offer expires 23/12/2016 when pidbooks.com will go offline.

www.pidbooks.com
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Right: ProTec
promoted its
“one-stop
shop” for LFT

2016

Piovan’s key focus for K2016 was on Smart Manufacturing, with four new products on display that allow
customers to make the move into Industry 4.0 production.
The first, and perhaps the most immediately

production

significant, is its Winfactory 4.0 production supervision

technology

system. This is designed to allow processors with
existing equipment to make the move into the Industry
4.0 environment without the need to reinvest. It uses
OPC-UA interfacing to allow connection between Piovan
and third party equipment, whether it be a moulding
machine, robot or a smartphone.
Winfactory 4.0 is built on the expertise gained from
the existing Winfactory software, Piovan Chief Marketing Officer Giorgio Santella says the company has 1,500
systems in operation, but extended and shaped for
Industry 4.0 application. It supports up to 800 inputs, for
instance, compared to 80. However, he emphasises that
it is industrial – and hence affordable – software.
The system is available in four basic configurations
tailored to specific industry requirements: automotive,
medical, PET and film. These can be supplemented with
additional modules such as energy management and
mobile reporting.

units and sealing system. Again, new mixing tools have

The company also introduced three new items of

resulted in a 30% reduction in typical mixing times. The

equipment with fully integrated OPC-UA interfacing and

new models also feature redesigned mixers to simplify

enhanced on-board process evaluation and auto-adapt

cleaning and minimise risk of batch contamination.

capabilities. These include a Digitemp EVO thermochill-

❙ www.promixon.com

er, Genesys high efficiency PET dryer, and Quantum E
blender.
“These are our first cyber-physical models,” said

Germany-based ProTec Polymer Processing was
presenting its capabilities as a one-stop supplier of long

Santella. “To turn any equipment into a cyber-physical

fibre thermoplastics (LFT) production systems for the

system is not easy. We have to rethink them and decide

first time at K2016. “Right now we are the only company

what is the benefit. These first three systems have a

offering all the component parts – a one-stop shop

real benefit.”

operation,” said Protec Technical Expert LFT Brigitte

❙ www.piovan.com

Littwitz.

Mixing technology company Promixon introduced two

production systems business last year together with the

new ranges for polymer blending and powder mixing at

non-exclusive partnership agreement with Coperion

the show: The Xblend-MC and FX series.

covering twin screw compounding machines has

The acquisition of the former PolymersNet LFT

The Xblend-MC models are intended for production
of PVC dry-blends, WPCs, thermoplastic resins,
masterbatches, additives, powders and powder

growing demand for LFT production technology.
“I have never seen such high demand for LFTs since

coatings. Key features of the new models include

the automotive industry started using them – this

shorter mixing, cleaning and maintenance times, which

demand is coming from the need to save weight,” said

are said to allow a 30% increase in system output. New

Littwitz, who has more than 20 years’ experience in LFT

mixing tools are also claimed to provide more efficient

production. She said that Protec had 10 LFT systems in

mixing, reducing energy use and allowing preparation of

operation and had taken an order for a system for a

even the most difficult material blends. The machines

Chinese customer during the first days of the show.

also use Promixon’s latest interface and SCADA system
for production data collection.
FX series mixers are primarily designed for master-

82

positioned the company well to target what it sees as

Protec’s LFT technology is suitable for production of
LFT pellets with up to 65 wt% fibre content in a wide
range of polymers – including up to 10% recycled

batch, compound, powder coatings and premixed

content – and in fibre lengths from 7 to 25mm. Systems

powders applications and include new lifting and rotation

for production of PP/glass LFTs offer output rates up to
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AMI’s Directory

COMPOUNDERS & MASTERBATCH
PRODUCERS IN EUROPE
LOCATION AND PRODUCTION DETAILS OF 700 PLANTS PRODUCING COMPOUNDS AND MASTERBATCHES IN EUROPE
Full addresses and numbers
France

France
2R COULEUR
Z.I. des Bracots
Rue des Prés Vignan
74890 Bons-en-Chablais
Tel: 04 50 39 40 23
Fax: 04 50 39 40 16
Email: 2rcouleur@wanadoo.fr
Website: www.2rcouleur.com
Contact: M. J.J. Riblet, Directeur Gérant
Parent company: Privately Owned
Polymers compounded: LDPE, LLDPE,
PP, PC, PET, ABS, PBT, PS, SAN, TPE,
Liquid Carrier.
Compounds produced: Colour, Other
Compounds.
Masterbatches produced: Colour, Liquid
colour.
Reprocessing: No
Twin Screw technology: Yes
A. SCHULMAN PLASTICS S.A.S.
Rue Alex Schulman
08600 Givet
Tel: 03 24 42 71 61
Fax: 03 24 42 16 50
Website: www.aschulman.com
Contact: M. B. Rudowski, Directeur
d'Usine
Parent company: A. Schulman Inc., USA
ISO Registration: ISO 9001
Polymers compounded: LDPE, LLDPE,
HDPE, PP, ABS, PS.
Masterbatches produced: Additive,
Black, Colour, White.
Reprocessing: No
Twin Screw technology: Yes
A.D. MAJORIS
21 Rue Saint Jean
69550 Cublize
Tel: 04 74 89 59 00
Fax: 04 74 89 55 81
Email: contact@admajoris.com
Website: www.admajoris.com
Contact: M. B. Constant, Président
Parent company: Privately Owned
ISO Registration: TS 16949
Polymers compounded: LDPE, LLDPE,
HDPE, PP, PC, ABS, POM, PA, PBT,
PPS; POM; ABS/PC; PA/PP.
Compounds produced: Carbon Fibre,
Colour, Elastomer Modified, Flame
Retardant, Glass Filled, Mineral Filled,
Natural Fibres, Long Fibre; Halogen Free;
Flame Retardant; Wood Plastic
Composites.

Reprocessing: Yes
Twin Screw technology: Yes

ISO Registration: ISO 9001v2008
Polymers compounded: PA, PA11;
PA12; PA10.
Compounds produced: Carbon Fibre,
Colour, Cross Linked, Elastomer Modified,
Flame Retardant, Glass Filled, Mineral
Filled.
Reprocessing: No
Twin Screw technology: Yes

ADDIPLAST S.A.S.
Z.I. de Campine
B.P. 12
43620 Saint-Pal-de-Mons
Tel: 04 71 75 10 90
Fax: 04 71 66 18 94
Email: contact@addiplast.com
Website: www.addiplast.fr
Contact: M. J.P. Chantegraille, Président
Directeur Général
Parent company: Privately Owned
ISO Registration: ISO 9001; 16949;
14001
Polymers compounded: PP, PC, ABS,
PA.
Compounds produced: Colour,
Elastomer Modified, Flame Retardant,
Glass Filled, Mineral Filled, Other
Compounds.
Reprocessing: No
Twin Screw technology: Yes

ATLAN S.A.S.
Route de Louplande
72210 La Suze-sur-Sarthe
Tel: 02 43 39 19 90
Fax: 02 43 77 39 30
Email: contact@atlan.fr
Website: www.atlan.fr
Contact: M. Y. Atlan, Président Directeur
Général
Parent company: Privately Owned
ISO Registration: ISO 9001
Polymers compounded: PP, Flex PVC,
PS.
Compounds produced: Colour.
Reprocessing: Yes
Twin Screw technology: No

Compounds produced

Managerial contacts

A.R.C. S.A.S.
7 Chemin de Genas
69800 Saint Triest
Tel: 04 72 39 20 66
Fax: 04 72 39 20 67
Email: contact@arc-colorant.com
Website: www.arc-colorant.com
Contact: M. B. Guillet, Président
Directeur Général
Parent company: Privately Owned
Polymers compounded: LDPE, LLDPE,
HDPE, PP, Flex PVC, PC, PET, Rigid
PVC, ABS, POM, PA, SAN.
Compounds produced: Colour, Additive.
Masterbatches produced: Additive,
Colour, Dry Colour; UV Resistant.
Reprocessing: No
Twin Screw technology: Yes
ACETABEL S.A.S.
5 Impasse de la Cure
01100 Bellignat
Tel: 04 74 77 25 44
Fax: 04 74 77 28 69
Email: acetabel@cegetel.net
Contact: M. M. Ponceblanc, Gérant
Parent company: Privately Owned
Polymers compounded: CA.
Masterbatches produced: Colour.
Reprocessing: Yes
Twin Screw technology: Yes

ADEKA-PALMAROLE S.A.S.
Z.I. de Rousset
390 Avenue Victoire
13106 Rousset Cedex
Tel: 04 42 16 40 20
Fax: 04 42 16 40 21
Email: info.rousset@adekapalmarole.com
Website: www.adeka-palmarole.com
Contact: Melle V. Palmarole, Directeur
d'Usine
Parent company: Adeka-Palmarole,
France
ISO Registration: ISO 9001; 14001
Polymers compounded: LDPE, PP, PC,
Rigid PVC, PBT, PPS; PVDF.
Compounds produced: Carbon Fibre,
Colour, Flame Retardant, Glass Filled,
Mineral Filled, Other Compounds.
Masterbatches produced: Additive,
Black, Colour, White, Antioxidant, Blowing
Agent.
Reprocessing: No
Twin Screw technology: Yes

Masterbatches produced

ACTIPLAST S.A.
356 Route de l'Océane
44370 Belligné
Tel: 02 40 96 90 76
Fax: 02 40 96 93 87
Email: contact@actiplast.fr
Website: www.actiplast.fr
Contact: Mme A. Lenoir, Président
Directeur Général
Parent company: Privately Owned
ISO Registration: ISO 9001
Polymers compounded: Flex PVC, Rigid
PVC.
Compounds produced: Carbon Fibre,
Colour, Flame Retardant, Mineral Filled,
Natural Fibres, Wood Plastic Composites.
Reprocessing: No
Twin Screw technology: Yes

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION
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AUDIA PLASTICS FRANCE S.A.S.
Z.I. de Breuil le Sec
B.P. 26
60676 Clermont-de-l'Oise
Tel: 03 44 77 79 11
Fax: 03 44 78 15 77
Email: uceinfo@uniformcolor.com
Website: www.uniformcolor.com
Contact: M. J.M. Lefevre, Président
Directeur Général
Parent company: Audia Group LLC, USA
ISO Registration: ISO 9001v2008
Polymers compounded: Liquid Carrier.
Masterbatches produced: Liquid colour.
Reprocessing: No
Twin Screw technology: No

Polymers compounded

ARKEMA S.A.
Usine de Serquigny
Route du Rilsan
27470 Serquigny
Tel: 02 32 46 65 00
Fax: 02 32 46 65 92
Website: www.arkema.com
Contact: M. F. Colin, Directeur
d'Établissement
Parent company: Arkema Group, France

700
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COMPOUNDING SITES

293 produce black, white, colour or
additive masterbatches

515 produce compounds: colour, ﬁre

retardant, mineral ﬁlled, glass ﬁbre,
crosslinked or carbon ﬁbre, etc.

575 operate over 3100 twin extruders
Gold Database
• Parent company
• Up to three additional contacts at each site including
technical managers
• Total production volume

Do you know them all?

Go for the Platinum Database
For full export capabilities, making data analysis and client
targeting so much easier.

APPLIED MARKET INFORMATION LTD.
6 Prichard Street, Bristol
BS2 8RH, United Kingdom.

Tel: +44 (0) 117 314 8114
Fax: +44 (0) 117 311 1534

ea@amiplastics.com
www.ami-publishing.com
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Right: Rapid’s

1,000 kg/h; PA/glass lines up to 500 Kg/h. The company

first own-man-

can also provide systems for production of carbon fibre

ufactured
shredder

and carbon/glass fibre hybrid reinforced products.
Littwitz said the key advantage of the Protec offering

targets plastic

– aside from its one-stop shop approach – is the very

size reduction

high level of impregnation it achieves. This is important

needs

as it has an impact on surface quality in the final
injection moulded parts. “The die is part of this but the
main issue is the spreading of the fibre . This is not just
due to the the tooling but the whole process,” she said.
LFT production lines can be trialled at ProTec’s plant
at Bensheim in Germany, where they can be configured
with a wide range of drying and dosing equipment. The
company showed new additions to its Somos Batchmix
gravimetric dosing and RDT and RDM dryer ranges at
the show.

❙ www.sp-protec.com

Rapid, which until early last year was owned by
US-based IPEG, is in the process of opening a produc-

Sweden’s Rapid unveiled its Raptor at the show – the

tion plant in Pennsylvania in the US. Rimark said the

company’s first in-house manufactured shredder.

6,000m2 facility will mostly assemble and adapt

“Shredders are generally designed for the wood or

equipment for local supply and is a major investment

general waste industry,” said CEO and Sales and

for the company in an important market. “The US is

Marketing Director Bengt Rimark. “What we have done

such an important market for us so we need to deliver

is developed a shredder that is 100% focused on

with the same leadtimes as we do out of our Swedish

plastics.”

operation,” he said. Production will be ramped up at the

A key feature of the Raptor design is the ease of
cleaning, which is achieved through the integration of

new location during 2017.

❙ www.rapidgranulator.se

the company’s “open hearted” machine features. It also
uses a scissor-cut action with easily replaceable cutting

X-Rite Pantone used K 2016 to present its vision of the

knives each with four cutting blades and a sacrificial

future in colour control for the plastics industry,

fixing system that minimises the risk of rotor damage.

showcasing its developments for design, formulation,

Below: X-Rite’s

“It will happen that metal will be fed in. The first time

production and quality control.

Ci7860

that happens that sacrificial washer will save a lot of

spectropho-

money,” said Rimark.

tometer has

The Raptor shredder can be used as a standalone

Antoine Preisig, the company’s new General
Manager for EMEA, highlighted the ability of X-Rite
Pantone’s new Total Appearance Capture (TAC)

improved inter-

unit or integrated into a combined shredder and

technology to scan and communicate “not only colour,

instrument

granulation system, such as the company’s Duo

but the overall appearance of materials”.

agreement

Concept.

The technology enables designers, material
specifiers and marketers to bring product designs to
life with digital materials that have the same visual
characteristics as their physical counterparts. TAC
captures physically accurate material measurements
and appearance properties, reducing the need for
manual adjustments to scanned materials, and
improving design and approval cycles.
X-Rite was also showing its latest Ci7860 benchtop
spectrophotometer, which has been developed to
minimise the contribution of inter-instrument agreement to colour variation. It has an inter-instrument
agreement specification of 0.06 average Delta E*, which
represents a 25% improvement over other sphere
spectrophotometers, says the company.

❙ www.xrite.com
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Unbeatable deals for 2017
Book your 2017 advertisement campaign now and take
advantage of our value-for-money package deals.
They include discounts of up to 25% on our
already competitive series rates, plus free
Brochure Showcase entries.
Our focused digital magazines and apps provide
cost-effective platforms for promoting products
and services to a truly global audience of plastics
industry professionals in your target markets.

Hurry!
Adverts must be
reserved before the
end of January 2017 to
take advantage of these
very special deals.
They can be booked
in any one of our
four magazines, or
in a combination
of the titles.

Contact:
Levent Tounjer, sales &
commercial manager:
lt@amiplastics.com
Tel: +44 (0) 117 314 8183
Claire Bishop,
advertisement manager:
cb@amiplastics.com
Tel +44 (0) 1732 605976

Four-pack
Four full-page adverts plus one free Brochure
Showcase entry. Total cost: E6,290 / $7,055
Four half-page adverts plus one free Brochure
Showcase entry. Total cost: E4,420 / $4,930
Six-pack
Six full-page adverts plus two free Brochure
Showcase entries. Total cost: E8,540 / $9,560
Six half-page adverts plus two free Brochure
Showcase entries. Total cost: E5,990 / $6,630
Eight-pack
Eight full-page adverts plus three free Brochure
Showcase entries. Total cost: E10,720 / $12,000
Eight half-page adverts plus three free Brochure
Showcase entries. Total cost: E7,520 / $8,320
Ten-pack
Ten full-page adverts plus four free Brochure
Showcase entries. Total cost: E12,560 / $14,000
Ten half-page adverts plus four free Brochure
Showcase entries. Total cost: E8,810 / $9,750
Twelve-pack
Twelve full-page adverts plus six free Brochure
Showcase entries. Total cost: E13,040 / $14,430
Twelve half-page adverts plus six free Brochure
Showcase entries. Total cost: E9,160 / $10,270

Click on the logos to download our 2017 media packs with updated features lists and distribution figures:

This month’s free
brochure downloads
Simply click on the brochure cover or link to download a PDF of the full publication

MTI: WPC mixer technology

Efficient mixing of fibre compounds
WPC/NFPC/PPC and more

Due to the continuously growing consumption of fibre
compounds in the past years producers are faced with

The MTI technology for the two-step process
In a discontinuous mixing process in the Heating/Cooling

the demand for rising production quantities. As a result

Mixer Combinations type MTI Flex-line® polymer binders,

especially in extrusion plants with high output capacities

fibers and additives are processed to a high-quality, dry

the trend is towards two-step processing. In the first

and free-flowing compound. In PVC-based recipes the

step all raw materials are prepared to a compound in

fiber is used as a filler and normally fed into the heating

a heating/cooling mixer which allows for considerably

mixer at the beginning of the mixing process. The further

more efficient processing in the following extrusion stage

processing is similar to the traditional preparation of

as a second step. The significant advantage compared

PVC-U dryblend.

to the one-step process in which all recipe components
have to be mixed, dried and compounded in the extruder,
is an increased output by 30 – 50 % combined with a
considerably reduced wear – using the same equipment
as before.

Two-step processing can
provide a 30-50% output
gain when processing WPC
compounds. This brochure
from MTI Mischtechnik
International explains how
its Flex-Line mixers can be
used in PVC-U dry blend
applications.

challenging and mixing temperatures can go up to
190°C. In the high speed mixer all recipe components
are heated-up to the melting temperature of the polymer
by means of special mixing tools designed for a high

10/2013

➤ Click here to download

Coperion: ZSK series extruders

ZSK twin screw extruders. The benchmark for maximum
throughput and highest product quality in modern
processing technology.
Three
successful
years

& extrusion

Detailing Comac’s complete
range of twin screw
extruders and associated
equipment for compounding
and masterbatch
production, this brochure
includes equipment
specifications and
application examples.

The process for polyolefin-based recipes is much more

MTI Mischtechnik International GmbH · Ohmstraße 8 · D-32758 Detmold
Tel. +49 (5231) 914 0 · Fax +49 (5321) 914 299 · info@mti-mixer.de · www.mti-mixer.de

>compounding

Comac: Compounding Lines

>materials

handling

>service

➤ Click here to download

Plasmec: mixing technology

Over 26 pages, this
comprehensive brochure
explains the key design
features of Coperion’s ZSK
series compounding
extruders, detailing specific
features of each size and
variant together with full
performance specifications.

YOUR
PARTNER IN
MIXING

➤ Click here to download

Promixon: HMX horizontal mixer
Developed for cold high
intensity mixing of additives
and powders, Promixon’s
HMX series of horizontal
mixers can handle batch
sizes from 100 to 5,000kg.
This brochure explains the
main design features and
covers control and weighing
options.

➤ Click here to download

Bay Plastics: pultrusion pelletizers










































➤ Click here to download

This 12-page brochure
details the full range of
mixing technologies
available from Italy’s
Plasmec, including heating
and heating/cooling
combination models for PVC
as well as units for powder
coatings and WPC.



























The P Series pelletizers
from Bay Plastics Machinery
are specifically designed for
the challenging task of
cutting pultruded strand.
This leaflet details the full
range, which extends from
lab to volume production
models.

➤ Click here to download

If you would like your brochure to be included on this page, please contact
Claire Bishop cb@amiplastics.com. Tel: +44 (0) 1732 605976

Download the programmes for
these forthcoming conferences
Simply click on the brochure cover or link to download a PDF of the full publication
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The business and technical conference for the
polyethylene film industry

January 31 – February 2, 2017
The Shores Resort & Spa,
Daytona Beach Shores, Florida, USA
Organized by:
Applied Market
Information LLC

HEADLINE SPONSORS

4th Annual Golf Tournament
Hosted By:

Also sponsored by:

SPECIAL OFFER: Save $300 if you register before December 16, 2016

Also sponsored by:

Media supporters:

➤ Click here to download

SPECIAL OFFER: Save €110 if you register before 30th September 2016
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The international marketing, business and technical conference
for the thermoplastic concentrate industry

PLATINUM SPONSOR

January 24-26, 2017
Ft. Lauderdale Marriott Coral Springs Golf Resort,
Coral Springs, Florida, USA
Also Sponsored by:

Media supporters:

Organized by:

AMI’s 20th Thermoplastic
Concentrates conference
takes place in Coral Springs,
Florida, USA, on 24-26
January 2017. This well
established event is the
place to explore the
technical and business
developments impacting the
North American
concentrates sector.

➤ Click here to download

➤ Click here to download

SPECIAL OFFER: Save $300 if you register before September 23, 2016

E

Images courtesy of:
Organised by:
Applied Market
Information Ltd.

I

The international conference on business strategies and
technologies
for compounders
The internationalnew
marketing,
business
and technical conference for the
thermoplastic
industry
December concentrate
13-14, 2016

V
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T H E Template
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Polyethylene
Films 2017

Global conference on MW wind blade design, composites manufacturing,
performance and maintenance

12-14 December 2016 Maritim Hotel, Düsseldorf, Germany

Fax back to: +44 (0) 117 311 1534 or Email: rmm@amiplastics.com

ThermoplasticWorld
Compounding
Concentrates
Forum 2016

Organized by:
Applied Market Information LLC & Compounding World
Organized by:
Sponsored by:
Applied Market
Information LLC

2016

➤ Click here to download

SpECIAL OFFER: Save £100 if you register before 30th September 2016

311 1534 or Email: js@amiplastics.com

BLADE MANUFACTURE

Pipeline Coating 2017

The 15th Polyethylene Films
conference will be held at
Daytona Beach Shores, FL,
USA on 31 January to 2
February. It will explore the
business challenges and
technical developments
impacting on the North
American film production
sector.

Pipeline Coating 2017
Global conference on pipeline protection technology and markets

Images courtesy of: Dhatec (Pipe Closure), Canusa-CPS, Shawcor (Coating Systems)

Image courtesy of: Canusa-CpS, a ShawCor Company. All rights reserved.

International conference on polymer material selection, qualiﬁcation and use
in oilﬁeld and gas engineering applications

Taking place in Dusseldorf
in Germany on 12-14
December, the 7th Wind
Turbine Blade Manufacture
conference examines the
newest developments in the
manufacturing, in-plant and
on-site inspection and
performance of blades for
the latest generation of wind
turbines.

WIND TURBINE

-2
01
7

AMI’s second Oil & Gas
Non-Metallics conference
will be held in London on
12-14 December 2016. This
international event
examines the formulation,
application and testing of
polymers in demanding Oil
& Gas applications such as
composite pipes, seals,
coatings and liners.

Oil & Gas
Non-Metallics 2016

7

Oil & Gas Non-Metallics 2016

HEADLINE SPONSOR:

14-16 February 2017
Austria Trend Hotel Savoyen,
Vienna, Austria

Taking place in Vienna in
Austria on 14-16 February
2017, AMI’s ninth Pipeline
Coating conference is the
forum for the world’s
leading pipeline experts to
meet and discuss the latest
pipeline protection
technologies and sector
trends.

Also sponsored by:

Media supporter:

Organised by:

➤ Click here to download

Fax back to: +44 (0) 117 311 1534 or Email: rju@amiplastics.com

Media supporter:

SPECIAL OFFER: Save €200 if you register before 2nd December 2016

➤ Click here to download

To see our full line-up of more than 30 plastics industry events
over the next 12 months, please visit www.amiconferences.com

Download the programmes for
these forthcoming conferences
Simply click on the brochure cover or link to download a PDF of the full publication

International conference and exhibition exploring the latest market, technical
The international
marketing,
businessinand
technical
and commercial
developments
plastic
pouchconference
formats for the

thermoplastic concentrate industry

21-22 February 2017

Imperial Riding School Renaissance Hotel,

Images courtesy of: Ella’s Kitchen, Mars Chocolate Europe and Scholle IPN Europe BV
Images courtesy of: Leistritz and Techmer PM

Vienna, Austria

January 26-28, 2016
Ft. Lauderdale Marriott Coral Springs Golf Resort,
Coral Springs, Florida, USA

SPECIAL
SPECIALOFFER:
OFFER:Save
Save$300
$300ififyou
youregister
registerbefore
beforeNovember
November20,
20,2015
2015
Sponsored by:

Organised by:

Organized by:
Applied Market
Information LLC

Media supporters:

Media supporter:

Sponsored by:

SPECIAL OFFER: Save €200 if you register before 16th December 2016

AMI’s third
well-established
Plastic Pouches
Thermoplastics
conference
takes place in
Concentrates
Vienna,
Austria,
conference
on 21-22
continues2017.
February
to attract
Its high
an level
influential audience
programme
takes a detailed
and an
impressive
look
at key pouch
line-upmarket
of
speakers
trends,
ascovering
well as the
thelatest
latest
masterbatch
design,
material
trends.
and
Download the
processing
innovations.
brochure to
check out this year’s
programme.

Creating a “Smart Factory” - exploring potential and identifying key challenges
NEW DATE!

7 March 2017
Maritim Hotel, Cologne, Germany

2017
The international conference and exhibition for polymers in wire & cable

7-9 March 2017
Maritim Hotel,
Cologne, Germany

HEADLINE SPONSOR

Also sponsored by:

➤ Click here to download

M

This new one-day event will
take place in Cologne,
Germany, on 7 March 2017
and will provide an
invaluable introduction to
the use of Industry 4.0
principles to design and
operate a plastics
processing “Smart Factory”.
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Theinternational
international marketing,
and technical
conference
The
conferencebusiness
on markets
and technology
forfor
thethe
thermoplastic
concentrate
industry
Asian masterbatch
industry

HEADLINE SPONSOR

21-22
March
January
26-28,2017
2016

Grand
Copthorne
Waterfront
Ft. Lauderdale
Marriott Coral
Springs Golf Hotel,
Resort,
Coral Singapore
Springs, Florida, USA

Organised by:

Media Supporters:

➤ Click here to download

Organized by:
Applied Market
Information LLC

Organised by:

Sponsored by:

Taking place in Singapore on
23-24 March 2017, the
fourth Specialty Plastics
Films Asia conference
brings together expert
international speakers from
across the full films supply
chain to detail the latest
technical and commercial
developments.

The Grass Yarn
& Tufters
Forum 2017
The international conference on artiﬁcial grass from raw material
& manufacture through to end use speciﬁcation,
installation & user experience

Images courtesy of: SIS UK Ltd, ©Polytan GmbH, Heavenly Greens

Images courtesy of: Mondelēz International, Nestlé, Reifenhauser

23-24 March 2017
Grand Copthorne Waterfront Hotel,
Singapore

Media supporter:

Sponsored by:

The 13th
AMI’s
well-established
Masterbatch Asia
Thermoplastics
conference
takes place in
Concentrates
Singapore
from
conference
21-22 March
continues
2017.
This to
high
attract
levelan
influential audience
international
event provides
and an
impressive
a
forum for line-up
the entire
of Asian
speakers covering
masterbatch
production
the latest
masterbatch
sector
to learn
trends.
more about
Download
the
trends the
influencing
brochurethe
to
check outacross
industry
this year’s
the region.
programme.

➤ Click here to download

Grass Yarn & Tufters Forum

Specialty Plastics Films Asia

Asia Paciﬁc conference on markets and technology of
ﬂexible barrier packaging for retail and industrial applications

SPECIAL
ififyou
register
SPECIALOFFER:
OFFER:Save
Save$300
$300
you
registerbefore
beforeNovember
November20,
20,2015
2015
Also sponsored
by:
Media
supporter:

SPECIAL OFFER: Save USD230 if you register before 16th December 2016

Fax back to: +44 (0) 117 311 1534 or Email: nc@amiplastics.com

Specialty Packaging
Films Asia 2017

➤ Click here to download

Thermoplastic
Masterbatch
Asia
Concentrates
2017

CLICK HERE
FOR MORE
DETAILS
Organised by:
Applied Market
Information Ltd.

Over 17 years, AMI’s Cables
conference has established
itself as the leading forum
for discussing opportunities
and developments in
polymers for the cable
industry. The 2017 event
takes place in Cologne,
Germany, on 7-9 March.

Media supporters:

SPECIAL OFFER: Save €200 if you register before 9th December 2016

Fax back to: +44 (0) 117 311 1534 or Email: lr@amiplastics.com

Industry 4.0 for Plastics Processors
FOR PLASTICS PROCESSORS 2017

Cables

Images courtesy of: Leistritz and Techmer PM

PLASTIC
T H E Template
R M OPOUCHES
PLASTIC
CONCENTRATES
2017 2016

11 1534 or Email: er@amiplastics.com

1 1534 or Email: rmm@amiplastics.com

Cables 2017

Thermoplastic
Plastic
PouchesConcentrates
2017

27 – 29 March 2017
Meliá Castilla Hotel,
Madrid, Spain

AMI’s 12th Grass Yarn &
Tufters Forum takes place
on the 27-29 March 2017 in
Madrid, Spain. It is the place
to learn about product,
technology and performance
developments, and to
discuss structural changes
in this specialist
marketplace.

Sponsored by:
Organised by:

Media supporter:

SPECIAL OFFER: Save USD230 if you register before 16th December 2016

➤ Click here to download

Fax back to: +44 (0) 117 311 1534 or Email: kmb@amiplastics.com

SPECIAL OFFER: Save €200 if you register before 13th January 2017

➤ Click here to download

To see our full line-up of more than 30 plastics industry events
over the next 12 months, please visit www.amiconferences.com

Download the programmes for
these forthcoming conferences
Simply click on the brochure cover or link to download a PDF of the full publication

Thermoplastic
BOPP
Film 2017Concentrates
Conferences
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Images courtesy of: Leistritz and Techmer PM

Image courtesy of: Brückner Maschinenbau GmbH & Co. KG and ESOPP

The international marketing, business and technical conference for the
thermoplastic concentrate industry

March 27-29, 2017
Ft. Lauderdale Marriott Coral Springs Golf Resort,
Coral
Springs,
Florida,
USA
January
26-28,
2016
Ft. Lauderdale Marriott Coral Springs Golf Resort,
Coral Springs, Florida, USA

Organised by:
Applied Marketing
Information Ltd.

Also sponsored by:

Media supporter:

SPECIAL
SPECIALOFFER:
OFFER:Save
Save$300
$300ififyou
youregister
registerbefore
beforeNovember
November20,
20,2015
2015

Organized by:
Applied Market
Information LLC

Media supporter:

Sponsored by:

Takingwell-established
AMI’s
place in Coral
Thermoplastics
Springs,
Florida, in the USA
Concentrates
on
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conference
2017, the
continues
10th
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edition
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forum
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Download
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Polymer Testing & Analysis
Polymer Testing
& Analysis 201 7
The international conference on the testing, characterisation
and analysis of polymer materials and products

4-5 April 2017
Maritim Hotel,
Cologne, Germany
Organised by:

Supported by:

Media supporters:

SPECIAL OFFER: Save €200 if you register before 27th January 2017

11 1534 or Email: aas@amiplastics.com

The second Polymer Testing
& Analysis conference will
take place in Cologne in
Germany on 4-5 April 2017,
providing a unmatched
opportunity for R&D
professionals and plastics
processors to learn more
about the latest techniques
in polymer characterisation
and analysis.

➤ Click here to download

Fire Retardants in Plastics
FIRE RETARDANTS
IN PLASTICS 2017
Trends and technical developments in the international
flame retardant industry

2.

1,4&5: UL (UL and the UL logo are trademarks of UL LLC © 2016)
2&3: Texas A&M University

1.

3.

Organised by:

4.

5.

April 25-26, 2017
The Westin Convention Center Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA
Sponsored by:

AMI’s seventh North
American Fire Retardants in
Plastics conference will be
held in Pittsburgh, PA, USA,
on 25-26 April 2017. This
high level event is the place
to discuss the latest
regulatory and technical
developments in the fire
retardants sector.

SPECIAL OFFER: Save $200 if you register before February 17, 2017

Maritim Hotel,
Cologne, Germany
Organised by:

Media supporters:

➤ Click here to download

➤ Click here to download

SPECIAL OFFER: Save €200 if you register before 13th January 2017

ThermoplasticWorld
Compounding
Concentrates
Congress
T H E Template
RMOPLASTIC
CONCENTRATES 2016

Conferences

Congress 2017

24-26 April 2017

Maritim Hotel, Cologne, Germany

The international marketing, business and technical conference for the
thermoplastic concentrate industry

January 26-28, 2016
Ft. Lauderdale Marriott Coral Springs Golf Resort,
PLATINUM
SPONSORS
Coral Springs, Florida, USA

Register before
10th February
and get the
early bird
rate!

SPECIAL
SPECIALOFFER:
OFFER:Save
Save$300
$300ififyou
youregister
registerbefore
beforeNovember
November20,
20,2015
2015
Organised
Organized
by:by:
Applied
Market
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Information
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Also sponsored by:

Media supporter:

Sponsored by:
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AMI’s
place in Cologne in
Thermoplastics
Germany
on 24-26 of April
Concentrates
2017,
the thirdconference
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Compounding
Worldan
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Congress
the meeting
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European
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trends.
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Download
discuss
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brochure
market
to
check out
trends
andthis
technical
year’s
programme.
innovations.

➤ Click here to download

Polymer Foam 2017
PolymerFoam2017
International conference on foam technology
and applications in thermoplastic and elastomeric products

May 2-3, 2017
Images courtesy of: Sinopec and
Reedy Chemical Foam and Specialty Additives
Organized by:

Media supporter:

Organized by:
Applied Market
Information LLC

28 – 29 March 2017

➤ Click here to download

SPECIAL OFFER: Save $205 if you register before January 6, 2017

Taking place in Cologne in
Germany on 28-29 March
2017, this high level event
will present an opportunity to
learn about legislative and
compliance issues relating to
REACH, food contact plastics,
biocides, nanomaterials and
recycled polymers.

Responding to new and future regulatory developments that
will impact on the plastics supply chain including REACH
and food-contact legislation

Images courtesy of: Leistritz and Techmer PM

T H E Template
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Plastics Regulations 2017

Sponsored by:

Pittsburgh Marriott City Center,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA

Taking place in Pittsburgh,
PA, USA, on 2-3 May, AMI’s
Polymer Foam conference
gives foam specifiers and
producers an opportunity to
learn about the latest foam
production technologies and
to explore new and
emerging opportunities for
cellular polymer products.

Media supporter:

SPECIAL OFFER: Save $200 if you register before February 10, 2017

➤ Click here to download

To see our full line-up of more than 30 plastics industry events
over the next 12 months, please visit www.amiconferences.com

compounder of the month

Badger Color Concentrates
Head office location:
Date founded:
President:
Ownership:
No. of employees:
Sales 2015:
Plant locations:
Production 2015:
Profile:

Product line:

Product strengths:

Mukwonago, Wisconsin, USA
1998
Mike Fatta
Incorporated Business
175
$32m (AMI Estimate)
Mukwonago, Wisconsin, and Kings Mountain, North Carolina
4,500 tonnes (AMI estimate)
Badger Color was founded in 1998 but quickly grew out of its original 1,900m2
factory and in 2002 relocated to a new 5,600m2 facility that still houses the
corporate headquarters today. It expanded into a second site in Mukwonago
in 2010, establishing a third plant in 2014 in North Carolina to serve its East
Coast customers.
The company primarily provides colour concentrates to injection and
blow moulders and sheet extruders but also produces a range of additive
concentrates and liquid colours. The majority of its production is based on
polyolefins and PVC. Major markets include rigid packaging and cosmetics.
Badger Color can produce concentrates in small lots of 300-400 lbs (130-180kg
but also has a larger lot capability. It offers two specialty lines: Flash Color
irridescents and Ultra-Trans transparents. All products are supported by a full
colour matching service.

To be considered for ‘Compounder of the Month’ contact Elizabeth Carroll at ec@amiplastics.com

Forthcoming features
The next issues of Compounding World magazine will have special reports on the following subjects:
January 2017
Polymer foam technologies
Pelletising systems
Film additives
Emission and odour control

February 2017
Thermally-conductive compounds
Additives for polyamides
Materials handling equipment
Additives for laser marking/welding

Editorial submissions should be sent to Chris Smith: cs@amiplastics.com
For information on advertising in these issues, please contact:
Levent Tounjer: lt@amiplastics.com Tel: +44 (0)117 314 8183
Claire Bishop: claire@amimagazines.com Tel: +44 (0) 1732 605976/667474

Catch up on our recent
issues for FREE
Simply click on the cover to see the full magazine,
or download the issue in the relevant Apple or Android app
Compounding World – Nov
The November issue of
Compounding World takes a
look at the latest innovations in
coupling agents and surface
modification technology. It also
explores developments in
batch mixing and carbon black.
PLUS, breaking compounding
news from K2016.
➤ Click here to view

Injection World – Nov/Dec
The November/December
edition of Injection World
magazine looks at the latest
plastics applications in
automotive interiors and
exteriors. We also explore new
developments in engineering
plastics and hot runners. Plus
a full review of K2016.
➤ Click here to view

Pipe and Profile – Nov/Dec
The November/December issue
of Pipe and Profile Extrusion
magazine looks at
developments in wood plastic
composites and PEX pipe
production. It also discusses
colouring of plastic pipes and
reviews some of the new
introductions announced at
K2016.
➤ Click here to view

Compounding World – Oct
The October edition of
Compounding World examines
the latest developments in fibre
reinforcements for plastics. It
also looks at active packaging
and TiO2 developments. Plus, we
preview the machinery
innovations to be launched at
K2016.
➤ Click here to view

Injection World – Oct
The October edition of Injection
World magazine looks at new
innovations in E&E moulding,
materials handling and
product development. Plus, we
review the machinery
introductions to watch out for
at K2016 and take an exclusive
look at the plastic coffee
capsule market.
➤ Click here to view

Film and Sheet – Nov
The November edition of Film
and Sheet Extrusion examines
the latest advances in sheet
materials, reviews
developments in thermoformed
packaging, and updates on the
latest construction industry
innovations. Plus, we review
the machinery introductions at
K2016.
➤ Click here to view

Take out your own FREE subscriptions to any of the magazines.
Click on the logos below to simply register on-line.

dates for your diary

Global exhibition guide
2017
8-10 January

Arabplast, Dubai

www.arabplast.info

19-23 January

Plastivision India, Mumbai, India

www.plastivision.org

24-26 January

Swiss Plastics, Lucerne, Switzerland

www.swissplastics-expo.ch

24-27 January

Interplastica, Moscow, Russia

www.interplastica.de

Plastics Vietnam, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

www.plastics-vietnam.in

22-24 February
27-Feb–2 March
7-11 March

Saudi Plastics & Petrochem, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia www.saudipp.com
Koplas, Goyang, Korea

www.koplas.com

14-16 March

JEC World, Paris, France

www.jeccomposites.com

20-24 March

Plástico Brasil, São Paulo, Brazil

www.plasticobrasil.com.br

28-30 March

Plastpak Nigeria, Lagos, Nigeria

www.ppp-nigeria.com

29-30 March

Plastics Recycling Show, Amsterdam, Netherlands www.prseventeurope.com

4-6 April

EU Coatings Show, Nuremberg, Germany

www.european-coatings-show.com

4-7 April

Feiplastic, Sao Paulo, Brazil

www.feiplastic.com.br

3-5 May

JEC Americas, Atlanta, GA, USA

www.jeccomposites.com

3-6 May

P4 Expo India, New Delhi, India

www.p4expoindia.com

4-10 May

Interpack, Dusseldorf, Germany

www.interpack.com

16-19 May

Chinaplas, Guangzhou, China

www.chinaplasonline.com

23-26 May

Plastpol, Kielce, Poland

www.targikielce.pl

Moulding Expo, Stuttgart, Germany

www.moulding-expo.com

Kenya Plast, Nairobi, Kenya

www.kenyaplast.in

FIP, Lyon, France

www.f-i-p.com

30 May-2 June
8-10 June
13-16 June

AMI conferences
24-26 January
27 Feb–1 March
7 March
7-9 March

Thermoplastic Concentrates 2017, Coral Springs, FL, USA
PVC Formulation 2017, Dusseldorf, Germany
Industry 4.0 for Plastics Processors, Cologne Germany
Cables 2017, Cologne, Germany

21-22 March

Masterbatch Asia, Singapore

28-29 March

Plastics Regulations 2017, Cologne, Germany

4-5 April

Polymer Testing & Analysis 2017, Cologne, Germany

For information on all
these events and other
conferences on film,
sheet, pipe and
packaging applications, see

www.amiplastics.com

DON’T MISS A SINGLE ISSUE
Register now for your free subscription at:

www.compoundingworld.com
And don’t forget to tell your colleagues, customers and suppliers
about the magazine. You can use the e-mail button above
(the @ symbol in the browser) to help spread the word.

